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rtaRFWORD

The outcome of the hiring process Is uncertain for both job applicants

and employers. Employers are faced with selecting an_tddiVidtial from a

pool candidates about Whom they have incomplete information. C011ettitig

.additional lhformmtloh is costly and the most important variable--how the

individUal Will_performon the the job can never be known with certainty.

Similarlv; idr job applicants; there_is considerable uncertainty about poten-

tial employers and how a particular job would influence the applicant's

career. This study attempts to acalyze the ekpliCit_aad implicit behavior

of firms and of youthful job applicants during the hitlhg process both in

assessment of applications and interviews.

The study addresses questions such asthefollowing: (l) What is the re-

lative importance of the attributes (signals) that appear in a typital job

application? (2) How valuable in the_ hiring_proeeas are one or two years of
postsecondary education versus a high school diploma? (3) Of what value;in

tor,1 of being hired; is a vocational education major versus a work experience

program versus a cooperative education program? (4) How valuable is part-time

W6rk experience In nigh school versus no work experience? (5) Do employers

Valiie eligibility for subsidies such as Target Jobs Tax Credit as the make

hiring decisions?

This rer)rt presents analyses of data rolleeted_in a number of sLeminars

iu which Columbus -area employers came to the National Center and reviewed

Imulated applications and ,fob interviews. The research would not have been

FOSSible without the cooperation and assistance of the fifty-six emplOyerS_

WhO Attended these seminars. We greatlyappreciate the time and the insights

that these very busy men and women contributed.

Appreciation is also extended to_Jack Barron, Robert Crain; John Gardner;

and Michael Crowe for their reviews of this report.

Thanks are also due to Cathy Jones for her expert typing and preparation

(t the report and to Cheryl Lowry and Ruth Norley for editorial assistance.

This executive summary is a nontechnical summary of a technical report

with Ow same title.

Robert E3 Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for ResearCh

in Vocational Education
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1. PURPOSE ANO METHODOLOGY

Analysts typically use earnings or income as the appropriate outcome
measure when they evaluate the benefit to an individual of vocational training
or df_Stayingin school. Other obvious outcomes are the nonpecuniary benefits
of a job, such as employment_security,_working conditions, and occupational
prestige. The labor market is the mechanism that allocates individuals with
particular skills to jobs with particular pecuniary -and nonpecuniary tharac-
teristics Looking out for their self-interest, job seekers try to taXi1it
their earnings, employment security, working conditions, and other nonpetd=

niary benefits; Lookieg out for their self-interest, employers try to find
the most productive workers. But the labor market is not a black box that

Operates arbitrarily. It is_the systematic decision-making process of
millions of employers and job seekers._ Once_decisions have been made, the
earnino and other outczmes follow. Thus, the argument can be made that
another; (perhaps more accurate) outcome measure of training or Sthooling
processes is the success or failure of the individual's job search proteSt.

EMplOyability development involves making decisions about investments of
time or resources. This process includes thoseactivities individuals under-
take to affect their career or occupational choice or to enhance their chances

of gaining work in the occupation of their preference. For example youth

could hold part-time jobs while in school, which means leaf; titt_devoted to
academic achievement or extracurricular activities. They could decide to at-

tend A vocational program in a junior or community college after graduaLion

frOM high school or to enter the labor market directly. implications of

these sorts of decisions on future eatnings are important, but the effect of

these investments on the probability of getting_a job are perhaps more tmper-

tant For examplei the returns to intensive athletic participation while a

youth Are no doubt extremely high for those seao become professional athletes,

but the probability of that payoff is slight for any given individual.

Defipite its seeming importance, relatively little study has been under-

taken of the effects of personal characteristics, basic or vocational skill

levels, and job experience on the probability of getting a job The purpose

of this study was to describe and to analyze how employers respond toinfor-
matton presented to them on application forms and in interviews when they make

Hiring decisions for entry-level jobs. Entry-iv-Iv-el jobs are defined here to

be positions that do not require abachelor's degree. The appreaCh of the

study -was to observe employer responsesinslmulated hiring settings. Per-

Sonnel from anualher_a_tirms in the ColumbusOhio area participated in

ihe46 41MUlattons, which_took place at the National Center for Research in

VOCAtifinal Education during November and December 1982;

Although actual hiring processes Involve many actors in a firm (e4;,
revoptionists, permonnel office staff, line supervisors), the primary reepon-
dents in the study weee personnel administretors Furthermore, the focus of

1



the study was upon their reactions to youthful applicants (aged sixteen to

twenty-five) who were seeking full-time_jobs in retail; machine tradesi or

clerical positions: Rmployers' perceptidht of employability change upon

personal contact with a job seeker so the simulation processrequired the

respondentt first to rate applicants from inforMatibh supplied imjob appli-

cations and theh to rate them agate on the basis of additional ivlormation

obtained from viewing a videotaped interview;

The empirical analyses of the data collected during the simulation of

hiring activities measure the relative Weight that employers place on various

jobseeker attributes wtien making applicant assessments as well as the rela-

tive weight of the_influence of employers and firM characteristics (3,51 those

assessments as well. For almost all the jobseeker AttribUtes_studied; there

were strong prior expectations about the direction of the relationship between

jobseeker attribute and employer assestment; For example; employers were

presumed to prefer applicants with previous relevant work experience to thage

whose work experience had no relevance to the job; It was also anticipated

that applicants with friends or
relatiVet_id_thesamecompanywere likely to

be viewed more positively than those youth Whd die not have contacts within

the firm.

The emphasis of the quantitative analysesi thereforei was not on further

substantiation of the existence of or direction (sign) of relationships but

rather on the relative magnitudes of -the effects; For instance, by_hOUT much

Is an applicant with two years of relevant, postsecondary vocational training

but no job experience rated higher or lower than another applicant with two

years of relevant job experience but no postsecondary trainhIg? The approa'h

was to estimate, with multivariate regressioni the StrUttUre_andrelative mag-

nitudes of the functiOh that employers use .implicitly in rating job applicants.

ino rating Of the job applicant was modeled as dependent on the applicants'

personal attribOtes as provided on -the application form and on
the charac-

teristics of the employers performing the rating exercise. The regressions

Yielded parameter estimates that indicate the effects of the (systematically)

manipulated attributessuch as work historyi type of_high school program; and

vocational tkilli, on the ratimg of the applieantis. Analyses of the ratings

made after viewing videotaped interviews explain WOW various dimensions of in-

terview performance change the employer's prior eviliiatidd of the app:Icant;

In addition to the quantitative data collected during the sessions,

employers were provided with the opportunity to "tell their stories" about

hiring_yOuth and employability developmeht withinschools; These discussions_

offered employers achance to share their perceptional about the quality of job

applicantt and new hires and how the latter perforM on the job; For examplei

when selectihg eMplOyees because -of certain school or Work experience what

qualities of the jobseekers did the employers belieV4 they were avoiding

that relate to unacceptable performance on the job or high turnover_rates?

What aspects of the their performance on the lob influence the applicants'

probability of being promotedi laid off, or fired? Whal; problems seem to

have led these applicants to decide to resign? ThesequAlitative data provide

acorroboratiVe source of information to the empirical analysts about em-

oloyers' thought and reasoning processes when hiring youthful workers;



agscRIpTI,A, Leolnyve eileie Aen TWIR climPANIES

The data collected and their subsequent analysis are intricately-depen-

dent en the sample of employers who attended the seminars. This secticn of

the exe:utiVe summary pt esents_descriptive statistics derived from the cots-

side.sible amount of data provided by the respondents about themselves and

their firms.

2.1 Emplayer_andEirm_Characteristics

The first set of data to be described -ere the characteristics of the

respondents and the firms which they represented. _Eecause the occupations

being studied were limited to clerical, retail, and machine trades, the sample

of employers invited to participate in the data collection_QMS judgementally

screened by industry; Respondemue from firms in the durable manufacturing

sector eeeieWed_machine trades applicants; respondeats from establishments

clasSified in the wholesali and retail trade sectors reviewed applicants for

the retail job; and respondents from finance, insurance; educational, and

other service companies rated the clerical position applicants;

Few of the respondents' companies were unionized. Only four firms out

si the fifty-six participating hadanynonsupereisery workers covered by col-

1&10.1e bargaining, and one of these responded that the percentage was only

10 percent. There was wide diversity in the size of the estabIishMents froM

those reporting 10=19 employees tothose reporting more than 500 employees.

The median size class was 100=193 full- and part-time employees; Approxi-

mately half uf the employers reported ftwer_than ten part-time employees.

Surprieingly, ten of the remaining twenty-eight employera reported 500 or

more p111:list employees.

The median percentage of full or part-time employees at the respondents'

firMs under the age of twenty-five Vals 25 percent. In an attempt to gauge the

extent to which internal labor merkets were existent among the firms, the re-

spoelents were asked haw carry foteaoe or_supervisors were first hired by the

establishment in an unskilled or serail killed entry-level position. The median

response to this question urns 30 percent.,

There was 401taeRAZa enough variation in the characteristics of the

indiViddale Who Attended the se scions te allow statistical istalyset. Mails

eonatitUted the wimple. Blacks comprimed 9 percent._ Thirty-

five percent Of the employers WeTe younger_than age thirty-five, 29 percent

were thirty-five to forty-four years old, 19 percent were forty-five to fifty-

four, and the remainirg 17 percent were fifty-five, year old or older. Edues-

tional levels were crepe high as compared With the general population, wi0

about 8.0 percent responding that they had four- or moreyear4 of college or

trwtinte4 beyond high school. The individuals had a tediati_of five years'
expernee at participoting in the hiring decisions of their current

eStehilshments and a median of ten years' experience At reviewing employment

applications for any company.



In terms of position within their companieS, cletnty-two_of fifty-two

individuals (42 percent) reported they were mangers or staff members of a

got-Sr:noel department. Forty-two gut of fifty-two (81 percent) reported they

were a4thdrized to hire or that they shated that authority with others. A

someikAt Steller percentage (69 percent) reported having their own or shared

authority to fire individuals;

2.2 F_Lrms!_iii_ring Processea

The employers were asked to report what methods are used to attract ap-

plicants When their companiei have -an opening in an unskilled or retiskilled

job. Of fifty -four responses to this question, six employers (11 pet-cent)

indicated that they did not solicit appliCaMts because they had enough unsoli-

cited applitants. Theremaining forty-eight responses can be rank ordered as

follows (employers could report morn than one method):

Number of

Rank Method Responses Percent_

1 Advertise in media 43 90

2 Announce to current employees 36 75

3 Ask for referrals from SChdolt or 33 69

vocational education institutions

4 Ask for referrals from the state 25 52

employment service
Display "help wanted" sign 12 25

Make other efforts l2 25

Ask for referrals from an employment 5 10

agency
7 Ask for referrals from union 0 0

The way companieS respond to telephone inquiries about employment, how

often persons are alloWed to_tomplete an application, what_ percentage of ap-

plicants are interviewed, and whether reference checks with forcer employers

are made are all important aspeCti_df acompany's hiring process. For many

cOMPAnIeS, these policies differ, dependIngon whether there is or isn't an

opening. A majority_of employers encouraged telephone callers to come in an4

fill out an application when there is an Oponing_in the firm. A total of 62

percent of the reapOndents to these questions Indicated that they uncondition-

ally encouraged calleti to come in when there is an opening, while an addi-

tional 30, :percent encouraged
?,allersto cone in only if they have skills.

When there is no specific vacandy,_theemployersre somewhat less encourag7

Ohly_44percent uncondittinnally_inVite
callerstoapply and 26 percent

invite akilled_wrsohs to apply; on th6 Other hand., 28 percent of the et-

ployeta said they generally discourage callers when there is no opening.

Employers exhibited similar behavior in their policies for taking appil-

Cations from individuals Whd come to their establishment without a referral;

When there is a vacancy, 91 percent of the respondents to this question indi7

catod thAt they give applications to 95-100 percent of the walk-insi and only



2 percent reported giving 0-5 percent of walk -ins an application; But when

there is no specific openings 21 percent of the_employers said they do not

give out applicationsto wslk-ins (i.e.; give them to 0-5 percent) and only

68_pertent of the employers give out applications to 95-100 percent of the

walk-ins.

When there is no specific opening, seventeen employers (36.5 percent)

indicated that they "screened" individuals who come to their establishment

without a referral in order zo decide whether to give out applications. Their

reasons for not allowing persons to fill out an application were as follows:

Reasons for not accepting
applications from all

1. Application not accepted; when no
opening

2. Walk-ins screened on education

3. Walk-ins screened on Job training

4. Walk-ins screened on experience

5; Walk-ins screened on speaking and
language ability

6; Walk-ins screened on age__
7. Walk-ins screened on general

appearance
8. Walk-ins screened on otner reasons

Number

Percent of
respondents
that7screen"
individuals
(n = L7 -)

7 41

8 47

7 41

7 41

4 24

4 24

4 24

1 6

The responses total more than seventeen because reasons 2 through 8 could have

been marked more than once.

The percentages of unreferred persons- who file applications and who are

also interviewed IMMe0ately vary considerably; depending on whether there is

or is not an opening at the employers' companies; These percentages may be

summarized as follows:

i'ercentage of

applicants in-
terviewed when NUMber Percent

there Is an of of

ollening: Respondents 11.spoi.k.leat21

Percentage
interviewed
when no
specific
opening:

ritrtr Percent
of

Respondents

95-100% 13 26 95-100% 6

76-94% 10 20 76=94% 2 4

51-752 5 10 51-75% 3 6

26=507 9 18 26-50% 4 8

625% 10 20 6-25% 12 24

0-5% 3 6 0-5% 23 46

5



The respondents reported a fairly high number of interviews per hire. The

median response to the question "on average, hov_many people are interviewed

to fill an opening?" was 8. The responses ranged from three people to forty

people.

Employers_ may engage in one of several different hiring_ strategies and

the strategy choice may_even depend upon the job to be filled. Employers were

asked to characterize their_ companies' selection process.
Forty-two percent

of the respondents indicated that they set a target number of interviews and

then selected the best applicant. For theSe_respondents,the median target

number Of_interviews was five. When asked what percent of the time the number

of interviews had to be increased past the target number, the median response

was 10 percent of the time; Twenty-six percent of the employers responded

that they set a target date and selected the best person interviewed prior to

that date. The median response concerning the length of the interview period

was four days and 10 percent was the median response to a question about what

percent of the time selections were made after the target date.

Thirty_pertentof the employers described their_hiring process as one of

setting a fiked minimum standard and offering the job to the first person ex-

ceeding the standard. These respondents indicated that they lowered the mini-

mum standard a median of 5 percent of the time. The remaining 2_percent_of

the employers indicated that their process was one of setting a high minimum

standard at first but lowering it as time progressed.

Checking references can be a very useful and cost - efficient practice for

employers to reduce the- probability of making an error in hiring. The sample

of employers vJiced their opinions that it is becoming more and more difficult

to get_reliableinformation on_applicants through reference checks because of

legal developments and protection of privacy concerns. But despite this

trend, 81 percent of the respondenta reported contacting previous employers

concerning at least some applicants. Forty percent of these same employers

contacted previous employers 95 to 100 percent of the time;

Datawere collected on the frequency of the type of information obtained

when previous employers were contacted; According to these_data,_it appears

as though the major purpose of employer contacts is for verification of pre-

vious etployment;Of least interest

The precise data that were collected

Type of Information Sought from

Applicants' Previous Employers

is verification of previous wage rates.

are as follows:

Number of Etployers Who Sought this

Information and How Frequently

AIwayR Frequently Inl'rme Npvpr

Verify applicant did work there 41 3 3 1

Verify type of work applicant
performed

33 9 2 2

Verify applicant's wage 8 10 14 9

Verify reasons applicant left 29 _8 8 4

Information on absenteeism 24 10 10 4

Performance on the job 28 11 6 5

6
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2.3 The-Application -amillutierviewEvaldation Process

The process of evaluating_applitatiOns and interviews involves searching

for the key signals of employability. In gome_cases; the signals are explicit

on the application form or in answers to questions at the interview (e.g.*

grade_point average* typing speed* etc.). In other cases; the_signals are in-

ferred from other information (e.g.* eligibility for a Targeted Job Tax

Credit,- location of_highschool,etti.) The employers were presented with

twenty-five items that they bight use to screen applicants. They were asked

to indicate all items that were important in narrowing the the applicant pool

and to rank order the three items WhiCh were most critical in making the final

decision among applicants. Table 1 presents the items AS rank ordered by how

oftwi the respondents selected each item as important. Table l_also_presents

the items as rank ordered by the respondents' assessment of their critical 7

nesa. The rank ordering for criticalness reflects a weighting system by which

an item as assigned a score of 15 each time a respondent judged it most crit

!cal* a score of 10 each time-d real:it:00M: judged it next most critical* and a

score of 5 each time a respondent judged the it'em_third most critical. Each

item's scoring index on table 1 is the total -rf the item's assigned scores

The rankings for importance and criticalness are highly correlated* as

can be seen in the table; A Kendall tau coefficient of .684 was calculated

for the two rankings.* The construction of the index for the critical items

was somewhat arbitraryi bdt What is indicated clearly is that specific_

vocational skills (in most -ca0ai_typing speed) and -kinds of duties performed

in previous jobs are key signals for persons reviewing applications and

deciding whom to interview.

Among the other items reviewed by the employers, good spelling on and

appearance of the application form were both ranked high but were somewhat

higher on the importance list than on the list of critical determinants.

Employed or unemployed status at the time of application also ranked higher on

the importance list than on the critical list, but it was less important than

either spelling or appearance of the application form--mentioned only 29

percent of the time as an item that is important in narrowing applicant pools

as opposed to 83 percent and 77 percent for spelling and appearane of the

application form.

Recommendations from past employers was an item that ranked higher on the

list of critical items for choosing An_applitant than on the list of important

items for narrowing the applicants pool. That iteit__WAS noted in 69 percent

of the responses as important for narrowing the applicant pool, placing the

item ninth in the rank ordering. The item was ranked fourth on the list of

critical iteda. Two other items that were ranked higher on the tritiCal_list

than the itportance list were bondability and driver's licemie. Thii indi7

cates that at times; these two items may serve as tie-breakers among the final

list of applicants. The employers_ reported that eligibility for a tax credit

was never important in narrowing the applicant pool or in making final

interviewing decisions.

*See William Hays, Statist-Lcs_far_Esychalogists (New York: Holt Rinehart and

Winston) 1965): 647-655



TABLE 1

RANK ORDERING OF ITEMS IMPORTANT AND CRITICAL IN SCREENING APPLICATIONS

IN DECISIONS OF WHOM TO INTERVIEW

Rank__Ord*rof Items IMportent

in Narrowinijaallsmt Pool

1. Reaaons for leaving prelifous

joba
2. Kinds of duties performed in

previous jobs
3. Specific vocational skills

3; Kinds of jobs held
5; Good spelling on application

fort
6. Atcuraty_of application

inforMation
7. Appearance of application

form
8; Education leVel (e.g;, high

school diploma)
8. !Amber of jobs heid
10. Gaps in employment
11. RecomMendstions from past

employers
12. Criminal record
13. Vocational training received

in school
14. School grades
15. Applicant's age
16. Employed or unemployed

status at time of

application
17. Vocational training received

in CETA
17. Reputation of past

employers
19. Bondability
20. Reputation of schools

attended_
20. Friend(s) working at firm

22; Driver's license
23. Recommendation frOM

personal friends
24. Location of schools attended

25. Qualifies for TJTC

Percentage Rank Order of Items Critical in Scdrin,

Response Final Decision Indek

1. Specific vocational
skills
Kinds of dutieS performed
in previous jobs
Reasons for leaving jobs
Kinds of jobs held
Recommendations from past

employers
EducitP;nal level (e.g.;
high school diploma)
Number of jobs held
Accuracy of application

information
Vocational training
G.41 in employment

Good Spelling on
application
Crimtnal record
Bondability
Appearance of application

form
Driver's license
Applicant's age
School grades
Vocational training re-
ceived in CETA
Friend(s) working at firm
Reputation of schools

attended
Reputation of past

employers
Location Of school

attended
Employed or unemployed
Status at time of

Application
Recommendations from
personal friends
Qualifi06 for TJTC

97
2.

89
86 3.

86
5.

6.

7;

8;

74 9.

74 9.

71 9.

69 12.

54 13.

14.

51

49 15.

37 15.

15.
15.

29
19;

26 20.

26 21.

23
22;

20
20 23;

17

14 24.

9

0 25.

83

80

77

8 I5
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employers were also presented with a list of nineteen items that may

influemce their evaluations of applicants during a job interview. _Table 2

presents the items as rank_ordered by how often the respondents selected each

item as important in reaching the employers' assessments of the interviews.

Table 2 also presents the items as ranked ordered by the respondents' Jude

ments of their criticalness in assessing an interview. Again there was

considerable agreement between the two lista. Kendall's tau statistic was

calculated to be .607. General appearance (grooming) and attitude ranked

first or second on both lists, but the latter was by far and away the most

critical item in assessing interviews; Sixty percent of the respondentS rated

Attitude as the most critical item in assessing an interview. This rating is

corroborated in the qualitative data presented in a later section of this

report.

Punctuality for the interview; number of questions about the job, and eye

contact are all items that_etployersindicated were important in assessing

interviews but were rated_lOWer_in the ranking of critical assessment items.

Nervousness was not ranked highly en either list, although eye contact and

nonverbal behavior were. Interestingly; independence did not show up as a

desirable item; It was mentioned to be an important item in 40 percent of the

responses (ranked sixteenth out of nineteen) and was the lowest-ranked item in

the list of items critical in assessing interviews.

The rankingi in tables and 2 indicate that employers seeking to -fill

jobs closely akin to thoge used in this study want heat, accurate applitatiOnS

that highlight vocational skillS and duties held in previous jobs. They

want well-groomedinterviewees with a "good attitude"--team players; School

grades, having friends at the firm; qualification for TJTC, and an applicant's

age are relatively less importantcharacteristics on the application form. In

the interview; nervousness seems to be overlooked and an independent attitude

Is not desirable.

2.4 Training

During the seminars, data were also collected about the training process

of typiCal new employees- holding jobs similar to the one described for the ap-

plication rating. Training_Was classified into four types reading manuals or

watching others; formal training, informal training by management or stiper-

isors; and informal training by co-workers. Furthermoreinformation was

collected on hours spent in each of these types of training for the period of

thin first month of employment and for the next_eleven months; According to

the employers; approximately half of the training occurs in each of these

two periods. The median levelofraining reported by the respondents was 97

hours during the first month of employment and 100 hours during the next elev-

en months.

An interesting pattern of hours spent in training during the first month

and during the next eleven months was indicated across the three job typeS.

The employers of clerical workers reported_the highest levels of training dur-

ing the first month (a median of 105 hours) but the lowest level during the

9



TABLE 2

RANK ORDERING OF ITEMS THAT INFLUENCE EVALUATION OF APPLICANTS

DURING AN INTERVIEW

Items That Are Important Percentage Items That Are Critizal in Scor-

in Assessment_o_f_Interviews Reporting --Asseasment_of Interviews ing-

1. General appearance
(grooaing)

2. Attitude
3. Punctuality for

interview appointment
3- Personality
3. Maturity
6. grammar or language
7. Nonverbal behavior
8. Number of questions

about job
8. Eye contact
10. Dress
10. Speaking ability
10. Poise
13. Discussion of education

not shown on
appIicatioa

14. Number of questioni
about company

15; Discussion of other
achievements not shown

__ on application
16. Reaction to wage

offer
16. Independende
18. Nervousness
19. Sensitivity

1. Attitude 335

97 2. general appearance

94 (grooming) 190

3. grammar or language 100

89 3. Maturity 100

a9 5. Nonverbal behaVidr 60

89 6. Speaking ability 55

86 6. Discussion of edueition

71 not shown on
on, application 55

69 6. Personality 55

69 9. Punctuality for

66 interview appointment 50

66 9. Poise 50

66 11. Numberof questions
about job 45

12. Dress 40

63 12. Eye contact during
interview 40

49 14. Number of questions
about company 25

15. Discussion of other

43 achievements not ShOWn

on application 20

40 15. Sensitivity 20

40 15. Independence 20

34 18. Nervousnesi 15

31 18. Reaction to wage offer 15

10



next eleven months--90 hours. Machine trades workers had just the opposite

training experience according to employerS. They were reported to have re-

Lii_Rpiqy_ IOW 1010...1R of training In the (a median of h2 boors) but

much higher levels during the next eleven Months a median of 410 hours.

For new hires in all these jobs, the largest Share of training time was

spent in reading manuals and watching others do the job rather than in doing

it themselves. These are activities that consume the trainee's time but do

not reduce the productivity of other workers; During the first month of eM-

ployi,loot a median of 40 hours was spent in such activities bythe typical

new employee; a median of 40 additional hontS were spent in the next eleven

months. The corresponding statistics for the first month for formal training;

informal training by management or supervisors; and indiVidUalited training or

supervision by co-workers are 14 hours, 15 hours; and 20 hours respective y.

In an attempt to measure whether the training given to new employeeS in

theSe ,jobs was general in nature or speCifit to the firm, the employers were

asked hoW many skills were useful outside their company, -and, focusing on

those skillS; how many other companies in their Local labor market have jobs

requiring those skills. The frequencies of the responses were as follows:

Skills learned that

No; of companies
in area having

arc useful outside jobs requiring

company: Number Percent general skill: Number Percent

All 95-100% 18 37 bess than S 1 2

Most 61 -94% 28 50 5-15 2 4

Half 40-60% 7 12 10-100 22 38

Some 6-39% 2 4 100+ 31 55

Minimal 0-5% 2

These frequencies indicate that most of the training that respondents re-

ported was general in nature and that there was A large market for these

skills. Such a situation suggest that wages would be relatively low as

individuals bear part of the coSt_Of training; Indeed, the median starti:g

hourly wage for the jobs was $4.00 per hour, just $0.65 above minimum wage;

11
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3. EMFLOYABIL1TY RATINGS FROM TU SCREENING OF APPLICATIONS

3.1 introduction

Employers_can never know with certainty hOW productive an employee will

be, so the hiring process involves obtaining infordiation from job seekers that

employers believe to be highly (positively _or negatively) correlated with pro-

ductivity. One source of such information is the job application form. The

employersin fine sample attended ptOjete Sessions in which they were presented

with approximately three dozen apOliCatitin fOrdit_torate for employability on

A scale tied to their firm's hiring standards.- Analyses of these data were

based on the assumption that applicant raters behaVe as if -they screerappli-

cation forms, derive a numerical index (which is a weighted function of the

applicant's characteriStitS), compare the index to a reservation index, -and

offer an interview to indiViduals with a screening index that exceeds the

reservation index.

The study- attempted to estimate the model underlying the summary of infor-

Matibn into the screening index. Each respondent was presented with several

applications and asked to rate the applicants on a scale of -0 to 200. We call

this rating a hiring priority index; To attempt to standardize the ratings to

the firm's hiring standardti the following directions were given:

For a job similar to the one described above, assume:

SO points respresents the worst applicant you ever -hired (as per-

ceived at the time of hiring NOT what the new hire's perfor-

mance actually turned out to be)

100 points represents the average applicant you hired

- 150 points represents the best applicant yoil ever hired (as per-

ceived at the time of hiring NOT what the new hire's perfor-

mance actually turned out to be)

The index was not intended in any way to measure an applicant's absolute em-

ployability, but it is a relative measure to be used Zo compare more than one

applicant for the same job.

Two job descriptions were developed for each of the three occupations:

clerical, retail, and machine trades. Correspondingly, the applicants varied

systematically with the job description. Table 3 displays the job descrip-

tions used for each type of job application. Croup #1 represents job descrip-

tions that involved more responsibility than their Group #2 counterparts. As

indicated, the applicants for Group #1 tended to be older and to have more

education. All applicants were assumed to be black; to control for racial

effects in the rating.
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TABLE 3

JOB DESCRIPTIONS EMPLOYERS USED WHEN RATING DIFFERENT TYPES OF JOB APPLICATIONS

Type omd Number of Applications

Gr.(, T

animmoorl.0"..rimrft

Job Descri tions- for E

Ty Number

22211.

e 2O-year- old' -2 years

postsecondary 6

20-year-old--I tear

postsecondary plus

one yoar work 6

e 18 -year-old--High

School ireduate

Group-

e t3..yeer!oldHigh

Schdol Dropout 11

e t6lear!oldP-High

School Graduate

Note: Applications In

Group. 2 Were

Hand Written

Retail

$ of Time $ of Ti

Reciuiretf one _Job_Taskt Retialred_on_ lob
.

75 Types letters,

reporis, charts

25 Maintains files for

records; invoices

correspondence

1 of Timi

Required on Job Job Tasks

25 Delivers m3I1 and

messages

25 Types invoices and

letters

25 Answers phone

25 Copies material

15

25

$ of Time

Required on Job

Machine trades

% of Time

Job Tasks Required on Job Job Tasks

Advises

customers on pro

ducts; features

Prepares sales

slips; uses cash

registeruand

keeps records of

sold merchandise

iob-Teikt

25 Sims yoducts

to customers

25 Prepares sales

slips and uses

cash register

25 Sticks Oulters

end Shelves

25 Packs and unpacks

Items

15 Opera% a basic

machine tool

25 Uses micrdmeters,

mast etc, to

Check completed

or

$ of Time

±-jited_on_lob job Tasks

25 Assists skilled

Operator

25 Feeds parts into

autcmat ic machine

25 Removal parts

frca machine and

places on corf-

veyer for next

operation

25 Loads and unloads

materials and

cleans around

work area



Not all applications were seen by all employers. A total of fifty -six

employers participated. and each rated about thirty-five applicantsisothe
total sample size for the statistical analkses was approximately 1,960 (actual

n 1.911); All applications were rated by more than one employer. In_all,

there were 156 different applicationsreviewed by employers. implying that

each was rated an average of twelve times.

The characteristics of the applicants that were varied included the

tolloQing:

High school attended
High school grade_average
High school major/program
High school diploma_
Postsecondary school attended
Postsecondary grade average
Postsecondary major/program
Postsecondary diploma/degree
NUMber_Of previous jobs and spells of unemployment

Type of previous_ employer
Position at previous firM
Reason for leavfmg prior jobs
Employment status at time of completing application
Friend(s) at firm
Eligibility for TJTC
Appearance of application
Spelling errors
Typing speed (clericaliretail_applicants)_
Numbers of machines operated (machine trade applicants)

With two ,ob descriptions and three occupations, the universe of job

applicants in this study could be partitioned as follows:

rroup
#1:

#2:

Job Descriptions
More responsibility
Less responsibility

Occupations

Clerical Retail Machine Trades

A B _ C

D E

The strategy for the statistical analyses was to estimate models for the total

sample (A+13+C+D+E+F), for each job description (A4R-4-e; D+E+F), and for each

occupation (A+D; B+E; C+F).

3.2 Results

The models were estimated with multiple regression analysis with the em-

ployability rating of an applicant befog dependent on the appliCant's charac-

teriStitS, on_ characteristics of the ftrm and job. and on the characteristics

of the indiVidual doing the rating; a5mplvte results of the regression analy-

ses are provided in appendix A; The coefficients on each variable represent

15
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the ,,Arginal contribution of that variable to an applicant's employability.

For example, in table A.1 in appendix Aithe coefficient on having a releVant

high StNool major is 4.97. That is interpreted as meaning that an individual
with a high sthool major /program that is relevant to the job is rated, on
average; almost five points more employable than an -otherwis in-

dividual who did not haVe a relevant major.

Applicant Charactertstics

The marginal importance of various attributes on employability when using

the full sample fOr_the analysis is depicted in figure 1. In terms of the re-

lative magnitudes of the effects of these attribute, the following statements

hold:

# Having a high school diploma is the single most important 0*-

pUnatoryvariable (however the combination of having Rome
job experience, and having held a relevant job is slightly
More important than being a high school graduate).

6 Other things-being_equaI; a high school dropout with at leaSt

one prior related job is rated as emptoyabIe as A graduate

with no work experience.

6 Other things-being_equal; it takes a faster typing of 15 words

per minute to offset a job competitor who has participated in a

Cooperative Office Education program.

4 Other things being -equal, an individual with only a high school

edUcatiOn_WhO has a neat application Is perceived as employable
as an applicant who has completed a postsecondary program in a

relevant program but has a sloppy application;

Employers consistently held favorable attitudes toward cooperative education

progratit; In the qualitative data, as discussed in a later section, numerous

supportive comments were made; In the regression analyses; having partici-

pated in such a program -had a positive and statistically significant influence

on the hiking index. If -the program was relevant to the job; the combined

effect is about as powerful as having any job experience at all;

There are two key aspects about an individdal's_postsecondaryschool
characteristics that affect employability ratings--the relevance of the course

to the job and whether or not the applicant gets a degree or_carttftcate of

toidoletion; For applicants who did not finish and are searching for a job

outSide the COdrte_Of study they pursued, their employability will be ten

points laWir than_if they had never attended the postsecondary school at all.

If the applicant did not fihith bdt did pursue a relevant course of study, or

if the applicantfinished a course of study but is pursuing a job outside that

field, then there is a slight improvement in employability (.13 and ;93 rt-_

snottivtly); Finally; if the applicant did finish a relevant course -of study;

there is quite a large improvement in employability as shown in the figure;

16



ar ,tics

cchool qraduate

h. orade point aver age in
tiO school instead of C-

c. Co-op program relevant
to Job

d. Attended parochial
school

ttendod p-ntsecOndory
5 c.h0)1;, tool, relevant
major 'pkit no degrec
or certification

f. A- grade point (n post-
s(-.:condary school Instecki
of

q. TookTook a_relevant program
and got a diplana/certi-
f icnfe from post-
secondary school

$ as same t.ork ex per fence
relevant to trio SOD

I. ha. some ilorkeaperience
bat none relevant to the

ries quit a job
compared to listing
q'a t 2 times as reason
for ,leaving

h- wpm instead
of "0 ,pr

i. kielt Ac;. 11,:ation instead
of sloppy handieitting

Sire of Marginal Effect

10.16

11;16

10.77_1

,,1
f 5.98

1 2;2-3

a Not statistically significant
,T`

10.27

77--I 51

19=0:

-i3ure 1. The magnitude of the Marginal effects of various- clterecter istics an employability
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Recent research has been direted toward the question of whethermorking
part-time during high schoolisbeneficial to a youth or not. This study was

only able to address thequestiontangentially; but the size of the marginal

effects in h. And i._offigure I indicate clearly that for noncollege bound

youth; it is extremely important to have had at least one part-time ar summer

job prior to seeking a fitst career-,ype job.

Firm/Sob_Characteristic

The characteristics of the firm also influence ratings af_emplayability;

For thede variables, theinterpretationof_the coefficients related to the

hirlag tO-AJA4,0,tda of_the firms. The scale used for employability rating_ was

related to the fiWs experience with its work force; so that if all other

things are equal and applicant- "A " -is -rated lower by firm "X" than by firi

"Y"; it Ix because the former has higher standards;

The primary findings from the statistical arialytia are -that the companies

thAt haVe_more stringent hiring standards are companies with formal probatiare-

ary companies that tend to use reference checks; companies for which

tree training that is provided to new employees is mostly general as oppoided to

firm-specific; and companies that have higher starting wages. These findings

Are to be expected. The existence of a formal probationary period and the use

of reference checks indicate that an employer has- established some cautionary

precedures in personnelpractices; thus more caution Will be exhibited in hir-

ing. The reason that companieswho provide training in general skills also

have tougher standards is that general training increases the likelihood of

employees lea4ing the -firm, since the skills they acquire are useful outside

the firm. Finally; higher starting wages mean employers have a larger cost to

bear if the worker leaves the company.

Characteristics of the Rater

Significant variability was found across the ratings -of -the individuals

who rated the applieiiiitt. In particular;male; black; and older resporidentt

tended to be more lenient (i.e., rate higher) than their counterparts. Thiel

result is of most interest to employers, who need to recognize the interviewer

variance whenever multiple indiiiiduals screen applicants.

3.3 The Effect of the Jab Descritkin

As described earlier, two different job descriptions, which differed in

their level of job responsibility, wore- given to the employers during the

Seminars; Other things equal, one would expect -that employers would have

higher_standards for the job with more responsibility, and an examination

6f table A=1 (in- ,appendix A) shows this to be the case. (The_negative co-

efficient on a slope dummy for job description was statistically significant;)

But there is also an interaction between thelevel of job responsibilit

and the marginal importance of applicant characteristics in explaining the

18
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,hard-cferlttft Size of Marginal Effect

D. sigh school rJduate 7:77-77====Prrn 11.46

!). A- grade point average In -7777-7T7-7777T-7777- 804
high school Instead of C- : *4 13;68

C progryi relevant
to job

d. Attended parochial high

school

8. Attended post-secondary

school; took relevant

major but no degree

f. A- grate point In post-
secondary school instead
of C-

g. Took a_rvIlevand_progran
and got a diplana/certi-
f ice° from post-
secondary school

/ I t I-7 r 1 174 7,r

t Ti J I 2.10a
-1.16a

N/A

- .90

N/A

1 10.2846.,.

41. do Tea,

h. Has some work experience / / / / rill 1 1 1 1 i7 rrli 10.06

relevant to the job

I. Was some work experience
but none relevant to the
Job

j. Has not 4Jt a job
canparei to listing
qult 2 times as reason
for Ipaving

.. Types 60 wpm Instead
Of 50 ip-rfi

'or*: ;,4150,-

1.6011
A 6.78

=7==7 5.48
N/A

/ I 1.1 / ri 7-i / / / I 8.25

1 13.26

I. Neat application Instead =r1=trl====777-1 10.60

of sloppy handeitting

13.65

I I III I I / 1 21,31

'Not stltistical I y significant. KEY: Less Responsibility i r7 T T Rore Responsibility

rigore 2i The magnitude of the marginal effects of various characteristecs on employability by job description



employability ratings. Figure 2 shows the marginal contributions to employ-
ability of the characteristics comprising figure 1; but the coefficients now
come from models estimated separately for the two types of job responsibility.
A number of the characteristics could not be interacted with job description
because of the design of the study, and therefore, the results of that
interaction cannot appear in figure 2. The applicant pool for the job with
less responsibility was comprised of high school graduates or dropouts and
included no postsecondary school attendees; Furthermore, the applications
from job seekers in this pool were handwritten: The pool for the job with
more responsibility was comprised of applicants with at least a high school
diploms--no dropouts. All applications from job seekers in this pool were
typed, so the neatness variable could not be included in the analysis.

Of the remaining characteristics, having participated in a cooperative
education program (relevant to the job) is seen to have a large marginal con-
tribution to employability -for the lower level job description; High school
grade point_average has a larger marginal influenceonemployability for the
higher-level job descriptions. There is a not a notable difference between
the job descriptions for work experiencei_relevant to the Job or not. Not

surprisingly, the marginal contribution of typing speed is larger for the
higher leveljob descripton; but this presumably reflects the fact that the
job description requires more typing.

3.4 The Effect of Occupations

The final type of interaction examined in -the analyses -was how therat-

ings differed across the three occupations: clerical, retail, and machine

trades; The magnitudes of the marginal effects are demonstrated in figure 3.
The interesting results exhibited in that table are as follows:

Having a high_school diploma is a more important characteristic
in terms of effecting employability for the clerical occupation
than either retail or machine trades.

4 The positive influence of_ a cooperative education program is
particularly strong for the distributive education program for
retail applicants.

4 The only time that particular high schools became statisticmlly
significant is in the retail applicantemployability_model;
When compared to attending a central city high school, attend-7
ing a parochial or a suburban high schbol (the latter is not in
figure 3) are highly positively correlated with employability.

Attending postsecondary school is an important characteristic for
clerical and machine trades applicant, but less so for retail

applicants

The relevance of an applicant's work experience as opposed_tm
simply having any work experience is relatively important for
most machine trades applicants;

Neatness is relatively most impottant for the clerical job.
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Characteristics
Size of Marginal Effect

a. sigl school graduatii

D. A- grade point average In

high school Instead of C-

c. CoPop_prcgram eeleio

to job

ttendecf parochial Nigh

schobi

iiiiiiiiiill

!MI IIIIIIIIiiiiil.i I fil .1. a .14

111E1111_

11.40

4.56a

111Vi
14;16

/1-11//111 /I r-1 ,/ 10.63

111111111111111111111111111 iiiiiiiiiii

e. Attended OditSeddildery

school; to relevant

program; but no diploma

Nola

1111111111111111111 1 I Ill 111111111111111111111111.1

INIF

2.J6a

1.94

-12.75

12.40

12.40_

- 3.79a

f. A- grade point In- post:- 77-7-777rrrrr-rr 7;98

secondary S-chodi instead HI
4.58°

of C. -zofr.
Sde,0110. 1 WO

9. Took a relevant p-rogral
1171-11Irrir 1 13.34

and got_a diploma/cerfi=_

fltete from postsecondary ._P! .

115:16a

school

h. Has some pork experience

relevant to the job

I. Has some work experience

but mule relevant to the

job

j MS not quite job com!

cared to listing quit 2

times as reason for

leaving

111111 111111,11111111111111111111 111111111111 11111111111

1:14=11.1213!!!:
IIIII11111.11111111

18;90

t8.62

_12.17

1111111111.11111111111111111111111 III I

1111 111
1 II 111 1

ITT/it 06
.26_

4;72,

1111
11 ll

1 1

ki Types 65 wpm instead IT >1!)//- -I1TT L 1111 16.130

Of 50 wpm

I. Nest application- Instead

of sloppy handwrittliig

k 11

I II
giWatil

12.9

18.91

111111114.1m limm :4.87

KEY; Clerical 77171 ; Retell 1m , Trade

Flgure 3; The magnitude of the marginal effects of various characterlstecs on employability by 106 description



q. EFFECTS OF INTERVIEW BEHAVIOR ON
EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS

4.1 Introduction

One of the seminar activities that employers undertook was to view_video-
taped interviews for entry-level jobs and to provide hiring priority indexes
based on the interview. Two sets of videotapes were viewed. In the first
set,_which_consisted of five different interviews; the job applicants had no
gap in their_ employment record, but varioms_aspects of interview behavior were
SySteMatidally Altered. The sequence of behaviors was as follows:

No negative behavior
Inappropriate appearance
Inappropriate language
Bad attitude
Poor nonverbal behavior

In the second set of videotaped interviews, which consisted of_two different
interviews, the job applicant had been unemployed for six months. In the
first of these interviews, the applicant indicated that they had used the time
productively in training or relevant volunteer work, while for the second, the
candidate_had not uaedthe time productively and had not even looked for a
job. ASide ftddi the difference in content, interview behavior was controlled
across the two interviews.

The job description that was used for all of the interviews was the high-
er level of job responsibility description used in the application ratings.
The interviewees in the videotaped segmentswereblacka female for the cler-
ical yob and a Ole for the retail and machine trades jobs. The employers
were shown an application and were asktA to review and "score" it. They were

then Shown the first videotaped interview (no gaps-7no negative_ behavior) and
were asked to choose a score (hiring priority index) based on the applicant's
interview performance. In addition, questions about the interviewer's pre-
paration for a job along several dimensions were answered. Then the employers

Were gh01411 the second videotape (no gaps--inappropriate appearance) and asked
for A_Sdord and to respond to_the questions about job readinessi The

procedure was repeated for all seven videotaped interviews.

It is important to note that an attempt was made_to hold all aspecta_of
behavior and content constant except the single behavioral change. For the

interviews that incorporate "inappropriate appearance," the same script was
used as in the "no negative behavior," and all the behavioral mannerisms were
kept_the same. However, the job candidates were dressed differently. In the

clerical interview, the candidate wore a blouse that was unbuttoned at the
neck and wort_no jewelry; while in the other interviews she wore a suit and
had e* a necklace. In the retail interview, the candidate wore a shirt and
pants as opposed to a suit. For the machine trades "inappropriate_appearance"
interview, the actor wore a suit. He wore a shirt and pants in_all the other
machine trades interview videotapes. In the "poor nonverbal behavior," the
applicants' appearances and the scripts were the same as in the "no negative
behavior" tapesi but the role players exhibited shynessi nervousness; and poor
eye contacti
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It the -inappropriate language- and "bad attitude- interviews,theap-
plicantseappearances and behavior mannerisms were the same as in the "no

negative behavior." The scripts were slightly altered to convey the same in-

formation, while Addingslang_terms, poor diction, and other poor gn Amer in

the first case, and adding references to "the man" and negative comments about

previous employers and teachers in the second case.*

In the second set of interviews, only_the content of how the recent pe-

riod of not working had been spent differed in the two segments. All oche-

aspects were as identical as possible for the two inti-Vid146;

4.2 Results

The results from the interview ratings show that despite the fact that

the individual'S training, education, and work experience Were_invariant_

across the interviews, the interviewee's behaviorlappearante_Significantly
affected employer'S responses to -the question of how prepared for a job_they

felt the job candidatei were with_respett to education/training and Work_

experience. Theemployers reacted -quite strongly and negatively to the "inap-

propriate language," "bad attitude", and -poordrinverbel behavior" interviews.

The hiring priority indices wereion average, half of that for the "no nega-

tive behavior" interview. The employers reacted negatively, but to a lesser

extent to the "inappropriate appearance" interview, but were not consistent

about their reasons why. It was as if they felt there was something- negative

about the candidate they were watching, but they could not identifY it. In

fact, the job readiness rating for appearance was _higher for the "inappro-

priate appearance" interview than for the "nd_negative_behavior" for a number

of respondents (not only for machine trades where the inappropriateness was

wearing a suit, biit also for the other occupations).

A result of note was that the hiring index given the applicant after the

first videoape__of the interview was consistently higher than the index de-

rived from a review of the applicatiOn_form; For the first set of interviews

(no- employment gap), the median score for the rating based on a review of the

application was 100, whereas after the "no negative behavior" tape, the median

rating was 115.

The effecta of the different behaviors in the fitat set of interviews

on the hiring index is shown in table 4. The second column of the table

indicates the mean rating that employersgave_the applicant based on the

interview, while the column on the_far right indicates what percent of the

employers would hire the individual conditional on having a suitable opening.**

*The precise scripts are provided in appendix B. While the behavioral changes

in scripts -and behavior are quite dramatic, a nUtber_of employers indicated

that all of the taped segments were realistic, that is, the employers had seen

similar real candidates.

* *These percentages roughly validate the scale preiented_in the hiring prior-

ity index question. The indexwas standardized by defining a score of 50 to

the "worst hired", 100 to the "average hire," and 150 to the "beat hire." Ac-

cordingly, if respondents gave a score of 100 or greater, then_the expectation

is that (given a opening) they would offer a job to the individual.
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TALE 4

E=FECTS OF IUTERV1EWEE BEHAVIOR ON EMPLOYABILITY
RATINGS AND INTERVIEWER O'INIONS ABOJT J08 READINESS

Intardiew
c'hararteristics

`tea n
Rating

Applicant
CharacteristiCS

proiratlors for Job

Peetwitsge
That Would

Hfre

Highly_ Moderately
Prepared Prepared

Not
Prepared

5 4 3 2 1

No gap--No
negative behaXiCr 119.71 EducatIon/trainfmg

Work experience
Appearance
Srammar
Attitu6.
Personality

4

6
15

16
19

19

27
20
27
31

31

29

24
20
11

8
6
7

1

1

1

1

92.9

No gap--InapprO- 109,.91 Education/traininl 6 26 23 1 86.8

prlata appearance cork experience 7 31 16
Appearance :2 18 12 8

arammar 15 19 20

Attitude__ 19 15 15

Personality 21 20 14

,)ap--imappro- 73.09 Educetion/trainIng 3 13 31 6 19.5

p,-lata language work experience 5 15 33 2

Appearance I`, 26 12

,70-ammar 5
34 14

AttitU$o 5 17 23 9

PersOnaitty t-- 29 19 2

gap--Bad 54;31 EdUCatiOnitraining 2 12 24 If 5 1.9

aIltule or experience 3 9 23 13 7

Appearance 13 24 14 4

Grammar 1 7 25 22

Attitude 3 17 36

Personality 12 28 14

gad--Poor 75.23 Education / training 2 16 28 6 2 38.9

non' irbal Work experience 4 18 26 5

!)taha,ior Appearance 3 17 21 10 2

irammar 7 14 25 7 3

Attitude_ 3 3 24 17 8

Personality 1 4 20 22 9

TABLE S

MEAN EMPLWX4ILITY PATINGS A3 HIRING PERCENTAGES;
BY INTERVIEW MD OCCUPATION OF THE JOB

InterVie4

Occupation

Clertrat Retail Machine Trades

Mean 'Percent that
rating would_htre

Mean "Percent that
rating would hire

Meet
rating

'Percent that
would -hire

No negative
behavior 122.59 90.9 111.79 92.9 122.78 100.0

Inappropriate
appearance

in appropriate

language

109.04

73.58

92.9

15.2

86.43 64.3

60.36 7.7

131.67

91.11

100.0

44;4

lad attitude 54.91 n.o 49.64 0.0 59.44 11.1

Poor
nonverbal
behavioz 80.06 40.6 55.91 15.4 81=88 75.4_
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USing btith of these data, it can be observed that the "inappropriate Ian-

guage," "bad attitude," and "poor totverbal behavior" videotapia dramatically

reduced the applicatt'S chance of being offered a job. Compared to the bench-

mark "no negative behavibr" interview, th.°, mean rating dropped from 120 to 734

54, and 75, respectively, and the percentage who would hire given a opening

dropped from 93 percent to 19, 2 and 39 percent. The "inapprapriate appear-

ance" interview also seemed to have somewhat a negative effect on the employ-

ers. The mean rating dropid to 110, as compared to the "rrl negative behav-

ior" mean of 120. The percent that would hire the job see r given an open-

ing was 87 percent, compared to 93 percent for the no negs. s behavior"

videotape.

The employers were asked to rate -the interviewees for their job readi=

ness with respect to six characteristicsedecationftraining, work experience,

appearance, grammar, attitude, and personalityafter each viewing of the

videotapes. The full_ frequencies of these ratings -are shown in the middle

columns of table 4. The scale that was used ranged froM d_rating of 5 (highly

prepared) to I (not prepared); As seen in the table, the indiViddat being

interviewed was consistently rated somewhere between moderately and highly

prepared for all characteriitied in the "no negative behavior" tape. Vitdal

inspection of the ratings' distributions indicate how they "shift to the

right" for the other four videotape_segments4_Where some negative behavior

was introduced; this is particularly noticeable for the- "inappropriate lan-

guage" and "bad attitude" performances. The average job readiness rating for

education /training 4-a 2.91 after the "bad attitude" interview, while it was

3.61 after the "no negative behavior" interview. The average JO readiness_

ratings for preparedness in terms of prior -work experience was 2.78 after the

"bad attitude" interview, while it was 3.71 after the "no negative hehavior"

interview.

The average rating for grammar of 1.69 in the "bad attitude" tape wad

lowfr than the average rating of 1.89 in the "inappropriate language" tape;

Furthermore, the Job applicant was rated as having a lower level of readiness

in terms of personality in this interview_ segment then in the taped interview

that was intended to exhibit personality deficiencies, that is, the "poor non-

verbal behavior" interview (1.96 as compared to 2.39).

Theory suggests that there should be interaction effects between charac-

teriatics of the Sob and rater with the characteristics of an applicant; Thus

it was necessary to look at the job readiness assessments and inclinations to

hire separately for each occupation and across rater characteristici.

Table 5 presents the mean employability ratings and hiring percentages

for the interviewees disaggregated across the three occupations. Each of the

five rows in the table corresponds to a behavioral modificatiOn in the first

get of five interviews.

_Sample sizes become very thih in this table, but several notable reidlti

stand out. First of all, it is the case that the "bad attitude" interview is

the lowest ranked interview and the ratings are remarkably consistent across

the three occdpationa; For the clerical respondents, the percentage -that

would hire is 0.0 percent and the ratio of the mean rating for the "bad atti-

tude" candidate to the mean rating for the "no negative behavior" tape is .45.
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For retail trade* the percentage is also 0.0 percent_and the ratio of the
mean ratings is .44. Finally; for machine trades; the hiring percentage is
11.1 percent (1 out of 9) and the ratio of the mean ratings is .48.

The "inappropriate appearance" and"poornonverbal behavior" candidates
were particularly penalized by -the retail_eaployers. For the former interview;
the mean rating dropped from 111.8 to 86.4 and the percentage that would hire
decreased from 93 percent to 64 percent for retail employers. As seen -in the

table; the "Inappropriate appearance- interview did not so adversely affect
either clerical or machine trades employers. In the case of the machine
trades interview; it should be recalled that "inappropriate appearance" was
staged -with the candidate wearing a three-piece suit, and in fact, this in-
creased the employers' assessments of -the candidate.- -Far the "poornonver-
bal behavior" candidate; the ratings for the_job applicant for retail employ-
ers dropped almost as low as the "bad attitude" candidate (55.91 compared to
49.64). Significant cflecreases in ratings also occurred in the clerical and
machine trades cases, but the decreases were not nearly as dramatic.

The effect of the "inappropriate language" interview was similar for
clerical and retail employers. The ratio of the mean ratings for"inappro-
appropriate language" to no negative behavior" were .60 -for clerical_job
candidates and .54 for interviewees for the retail position. The hiring_

percentage dropped from 91 to 15 percent and 93 to 8 percent for clerical
and retail candidates, respectively; But this interview had less of an
adverse effect on machine trades employers. The ratio of mean ratings for
"inappropriate language" to "no_negative behavior" was .74 and the hiring
p4=Tzentage dropped from 100 to 44 percent.

These results imply that appearance and nonverbal behavior are relatively
more important signals for retail employers than for individuals hiring ma-
ehtaotrades or clerical applicants; language is a key signal for clerical and
retal.lemployers as compared to machine trades employers; and that bad atti-
tudes (as manifested by -the actors in the videotaped interview) affected the
employers in an extremely negative way that was quantitively similar across
occupations.

In addition to the information on the effects of the behavior exhibited_
by the persons being interviewed; the ratings of the videotapes were intended
to provide observations about how employers react to information learned in an
interview that is not shown specifically on the application form. In the

sessions, we chose to obtain this data using alternative explanations for a
recent six-month period of nonwork.

Table 6 shows the effects on an applicant's employability ratings of_a
good" or "poor" explanation about the unemployment. The first set of data
provide the statistics from the "no negative behavior" in table 4 for compar-
ison purposes. The mean hiring index for that videotape is 120 as compared
to 118 for the first tape from the second set of interviews--"6-month gap--
'ee&P_explanation." For the latter, 95 percent of the respondents indicated
that they would hire the individual if a suitable opening were available; as
compared to_93 percent for the no gap--no negative behavior" candidate; In

terms of job preparation; surprisingly the employers_similarly_felt that the
individual with the employment gap; but with a "good" explanation; was a
slightly better risk;
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TABLE 6

EFitCTS_OF !woo! OR 1POOR7_EXPLANATIONS ABOUT N EMPLOrMENT GAP
ON EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS AND INTERVIEWR OPINIONS ABOUT 408 READINESS

Inter414W
Mean

Rating
Ap911cant__

Onarecteristics

Preparation for Job

Porcent Tuff
Would 'ilea

Hight*
Prepared

4

moderatei*
Prepared

t431-

Prepared
2

No gep-r ti416- 11971 Education/training 4 27 24 1 92;9
Tlwe oehedlor waft experience 6 28 29 1

4Pmarance 15 27 11 1

Greaser 16 31 6 1

Aititiitei 19 31 6

Personality 19 29 7

:5-mcntn gap-"Good* 115.16 EdUCatidatreining 8 23 24

.1Kplanation work experience 8 25 21 1 i

Appearance 21 24 8

Grasser 19 31 6
Attitude 25 23 8

Perkonallty 22 24 8

6-sontt_gap-RPoor* 87.15 Education/training 9 19 23 i 1 35.2
explanation or experience 7 26 27 1

Appearance 19 27 9

Grasser 18 21 16

Attitude 3 6 IS 20 9

Partb0611ty ____ 13 20 15_ 6 2

Having a "poor" explanation reduced significantly the degirability of the
_ _

job candidate. As compared to a good explanation; the mean rating dropped

from 118 to 87 and the percentage who would hire decreased from 95 percent to

35 percent. The "poor" explanation affected the employers' opinions about

Rib readiness for all six attributes. but the most- drastic effects were demon-

strated_in attitude and personality. The mean rating for job readiness in

terms of attitude dropped from 4;30 for the "good" explanation to 2.54 for

the "poor" explanation;

In the final analysis. assessments of job applicants based on an inter-

view are far more subjecti4i than those -based on an application font. The

interpersonality dynamics of the interview situation can greatly affect either

party in the interview. Furthermore. the criteria that are used to evaluate

the la teekerpersonality and attitude; for instanteare highly subjective

In thedielves; Adding to theuncertainty or subjectivity -is the fact that it

is harder to control the context for presenting the experimental stimuli on

videotape than on paper; _Thus, our attribution of the experimental outcome to

personality" or "bad attitude" or "inappropriate language" should be taken as

suggestive rather than confirmatory. Nevertheless, -the videotaped

did provide interesting suggestive conclusions about employers' behavior after

(viewing) personal contact with the applicant.
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5. SOXMARY OF QUALITATIVE DATA

Fart of the data collection effort that took_place in the employer semi-
nars involved a sc istructured discussion period in which employers shared
their experiences and opinions about hiring youth and schooling. The major

conclusions that can be derived from these discussions periods are as follows:

The -data confirm_ strongly the results from the quantitative data
analysis. Variables such as work experience, reputation of school,
participation in a COE program, number of quits, appearance, and
gaps in employment histories were mentioned several tines as
important signals of employability.

Employers, with only a few exceptions, were generally enthusiastic
about cooperative education programs.

Except for co-op programs, employers were generally dissatisfied
with the school experiences -of applicants. They perceived a de-
clining quality of instruction; a lack of basic educational skills;
and an inattentiveness to the attitudes and skills necessary for
the world of work.;

Sev-,e,A1 qualifications to the qualitative data merit attention. First of

all; the data that were collected were very much a function of the dynamics of
the group attending the seminar. Some employers were more open than others.

Some tendied to speak out, while others did not engage in the discussion will7

ingIy Some employers tended to monopolize the discussion and offer personal
anecdotes. The leaders of the seminars attempted to minimize their own inter-
VentiOn, but occasionally tended to lead the respondents, as well.

Another caveat to conaider is whether the opinions of the employers that

participated in the discussions havegeneral_applicability; In other words,

the selectivity of the employer sample may limit the relevance of the verbal

data obtained. Another sample of fifty-six employers might have very differ-

ent observations to offer.

Despite these qualifications, this fiJmple of employers who attended the
seminars may be assumed to_be a reasonably valid reflection of all employers

of young people. In the first place, tie frankness displayed by the partici-
pating employers lent credibility to their statements._ Secondly, the employ-
ers' discussions of their own, first-hand experiences_in hiring and employing
youth appeared to correspond and be consistent with the results of the statis-
tical analysis

In the followingsections,_comments about applicant characteristics,
interview behavior, and other subjects are related:.
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5;1 ApplIrant Characteristics

One of the few issues about which employers were unanimous was the im-

portance of work experience ia_determining employability. They were quite

explicit abat the fact that they would ehootte some'Some[=1 Q with workexperionco.

over someone with just classroom training. Some of their typical comments

follow:

A person_ who comes to us with a diploma and part-time work has a

better chance than a person. with a diploma but no work experience.

Well, experience is a verygood teacher and if I had to choose be-

tween someone who had two yearsexperience a. a machinist operator

And some one who just graduated from CTI or another technical intsti-

tutei_i'd take the person with the experience, because the atmosphere

is different. There is really no substitute for that experience.

One of the employers encouraged applicants to note even baby-sitting jobs

or part-time jobs:

I stress attendance when we recruit in high school. We did at one

time go to the high_schoolsand check on them. We no longer do that

because the Bdard of_Education no longer supplies us with that

information. But I do stress attendance in school. And then I ask

them to jot down any babysitting jobs, or any part-time jobs that

they have had which would be an indication that they've been re-

sponsible.

As noted in the analysis reported earlier, work experience is definitely

perceived in a positive fashion, but too many jobs or a lot of "quits" de-

tract from the applicant. One employer noted:

Nowsomt of these quit, quit, quit--some of theta, I don't think I

would pick out an applicant that quit that many times. There's got

to be e_problee there; I don't think I would want to spend my_time

on somebody that quits all the time. So that has a very negative

impact.

In the few instances in which it was discussed, employers were willing to

consider hiring dropouts, particularly if their aptitudes were nigh or they

had relevant work experience:

We prefer, of course, a high school diploma, but vcrk experience has

certain adVantages over the completion of education.
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5.2 Comments aboue_Schools

In the analysis of the quantitative data, it VAS notedthat particular

schools had consistent (although not strong) effects on employability ratings.

Comments by the employers substantiated observation.

I_don't think the school, as such, initially influences our deci-
164t. I think from past_practices you sort of coun: on getting a

better percentage of applicants from given institutions as opposed
opposed to othiti. Usually we're open in the beginning; Then the

history evolves as to where you can expect to have the best success.

Employers generally felt that schools did not interact
With the business_Communit!. As discussed below, they felt

preparing students for_work in an adequate fashion, and
the problem was a lack of interaction. A sampling of their

here:

well, if at All,
that schools were
felt that part of
comments follows

I think counseling should be more attuned to the needi of the busi-

ness world.

It seems that schools don't know where the best entry-level jobs are

for their people to get experience.

I haven't seen enough employer_contributiontotheir actual curricu-
lum or equipment purchasing. You see very limited advisory commit-
tees, maybe someone who's been on an advisory cottaittee for_ some

years continues to serve -- rarely do they meet during the school year

as such: Some of the programs have been good. [With] others, I just

do not think they get enough input.

The_tujority of the employers that were familiar with the co-op programs

enthUSiattle about them. They perceived thevalue of the program to be

the work experience that it provides students; Some of their comments are

included below:

I think the COE is an excellent program. It gives them exposure to

those kind of things;

We have very rarely found someone right out of high school, although

we have had some co-op education students come_inAnd work and after
graduation have continued to work, which was ideal because we know

4omethtng about them and they know something abeiut us._ So we have
otteft_sowe real good people that way. But those people are coming

In With some experience, the experience they got in that co-op

program.
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We have used co-op students to the accounting-clerical area. The

director of accounting has developed arelationsMp with the school,

so the school understands what kinds of jobs we have to offer. So we

get good referrals. If we were to_runan ad in the paper; we have

the screeninz process to go throUgh and everything else that goes

along with it.

I think the whole process of the co-op program with the teacher

coming in and having us doing an evaluation of the student and things

of this sort [is good]. Theie are just pluses for the student.

I find that many_of the young people coming out of the COE programs

are well prepared. FirSt of all, because part of the COE training it,

to have a job. So they demonittated their ability. They have had

the vespoasibility of holding a job; so they are truly better trained

than soseene else coml..- out of high iCheel. A good, bright student

With_good_typing skills and withgood grammar skills and so forth

could probably learn the same type of job also. But; I think if it

would come doWn between the two, I would probably chowse the one with

prior training becautte they would know business procedures and so

forth;

Not all of the employers were favorably disposed to the co-op programs as the

following comments indicate:

Most of the career centers and other high school programs (COE; DE;

etc.) that I've seen==their_equipment_isveryJoutliatedi_their proce-

dures may not relate properly to the banking industry; where we're a

little more numbers oriented.

I have had seen some of the CUE- programs. They were not training

smme of their people to dd ,en -key by touch, which to a requirement

for our type of firm.

Employers also had reservations about occupational work experience pro-

grams. At one session, the following exchange took place:

Question: Do any of you use kids from the occupational work

experience programs?
Answerl_:_ Yes; we have used_ distributive education people; and we

have had some success with that.

Answer 2: We did take on a couple of ging at the fro= desk and it

really -did not work out too well for us. We found they_were some-

what flighty . ;_; and had problems staying professional.

Answer 3: 1-used one in the kitchen as a utility person. It worked

okay at thc beginning, -but then he wasn't really suited for the job.

To him it was just a cladi grade so he ended up quitting; l think

the common business person hal a problem dealing with a sixteen- or

seventeen -year -old who hasn't really matured. It's -not necessarily

their (the youth's) fault, it's just that they are immature for that

type of job.
AMSWA" 4: We've hid good experiences with that type of situation.

Wi,174W17;und two of our hest etoployeos;
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Employers expressed disappointment and dismay about the basic educational
ills of the youth they encountered. A sampling of their comments reflects

these sentiments:

It answered a lot of questions I had that I couldn't understand. I

hired a girl and checked out her references; yet she couldn't alpha-
betize;

I [used to] feel the schools were producing students who could add;
subtract, multiply; divide;but I can't take that for granted any-
pore. Today I just try to find someone who is trainable, someone
with good common sense. When it comes to ten to fifteen years ago,
the expectation was that When somebody had a high school diploma, I
can expect certain things from them. It's just not true today.

As I got into the material; I thought_ graduation with distinction had
to do with the grade point average (when I wasin_school it_was_the
National Honor Society). When I looked through this, I_realized_that
the graduation with distinction requirements today is what everybOdy
had to achieve fifteen to twenty years ago, even to get a diploma.
That kind of blew me away; That may clarify a lot of things going on
in the marketplace and the hiring process.

There seemed to be a lot of dissatisfaction also with the lack of pre-
paredness that youth bring to the world of work--a lack for which employers
held the schools partly responsible. There were some general comments about
schoolsnot being attuned to the business community and some specific sugges-
tions about how a better interface could be achieved. Some of the general

comments in this area were these:

He [a nineteen year old boy] has to realize_that with opportunity
comes responsibility. That is thke result of upbringing. Your

schools don't teach that. The only way they're going to learn it

to get out there and work.

With a lot of these kids; I don't think anyone has really sat down
with them and told them what it's going to be like out there; what
the jobs are like; what kind of questions you will be asked. I don't

know what. counseling goes on in high school anymore, but someone has
to let them know what's going -on out in the real world and what the
kids should be doing Co appeal to the market.

Two of the specific suggestions that employers made were as follows:

I think a lot of it's resistance on the part of traditional faculty_
to even address a lot of the technology 'cause they don't understand
it themselves; A problem I've also seen is that when they do get the
budget to buy some equipment, they go out and get something that is
not applicable to use in the work force in this area; They'll go out
and get word processing equipment that no one uses. It's not Wang or

something very popular.
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No, don't teach them progkabiming;_teall them retrieval and input of

information. That's what they will_use on_the job._ They will notbe

programmers. So there's limited understanding by thettachiu staff

of what's applicable and what's not; what equipment that they should

be trained on and looking for and purchasing.

5.3 Comments about IntervIews

Another subject area that was discussed was interview behavior and how

employers reacted to an applicant's appearance and to the content of the in-

terview. Time and time againiemployers emphasized the importance of having

a good attitude, not just for interviews but alsoforjob performance. We

have categorized the comments about interviews into subcategories of interview

behavior; importance of attitude, and appearance.

When asked about what mistakes are commonly made by interviewees, employ-

ers responded as follows:

Question: What are the kinds of things that a person does that

indicate a poor interview?
Employer: The one that bothers me the most is if the person says

that they want to start their own business; I would automatically

not hire them . . I feel very strongly about that;

Question_: Does anyone have any comments they want to talk about per-

taining to mistakes students make in interviews that would be best to

avoid? Or other experiences?
Answer 1: Especially -if they develop a rapport with the interviewer,

they will go into their personal situations that interviewers don't

really want to know anyway. And they kind of forget why they are

there and that is toprovide the interviewer with as much information

as possible about their education and work experience, so the inter-

viewer can make a decision.
Answer 2: We (as interviewers) tend to watch for [negative)_ comments

an applicant might -say about former employers and teachers, becaude

if they will say thin& about them, they will also say them about us

or our company to other people.

When asked about how the employers evaluate interviews, the importance of a

good attitude and good communication skills were clearly paramount:

It seems in my experience with interviewing that the things I see

first are: first appearance, communication skills, attitude, and

manners. That's first. Then, once all that's out of the way, can

they type?
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It's finding the one with that attitude and personal [manner), not
personality, but attitude, appearance, manners and communications
skills and desire toworkiand not wanting to advance immediately or,
you know, be cool; I could go into a high school and give advice,

those would be first;

Mentioned over and over again, one of the dedired characteristics which
employees look for is a good attitude. This notion was reinforced in the
following comments by employers:

Well, the thing that we look at the most asfarasbeingnegative is
attitude. Were_pretty specialized; We want people to come to us

because they really want to work for our store. They want to have
something to do with our product. _See, there are a lot of people who
have the attitude that 'I don't like the job, I just need the money.'
And we get a lot of those people.

I think Whathappens_inthose instances is that you may have two
applicants with equal education and work experience, but one of them
excels more in the degree of 401-C6e:fide:ice* and that one will be
hired.

For a young_perion_cciaing_in looking fora job, one has got to have a

good attitude. I'd put that altdat at the -top cf_my list, right_
beside, of course, his skill or his potential to learn s_job. If he

comes in here with a bad attitudei I'd reject hit, even if he had a

high skill level; Because we jupt don't want the hasili.

An_applicant's appearance and dress was definitely consioered by employ-

ern in formulating their employability decisions, but all in all, employers

indicated that these were not significant factors, for the most part
Their comments on this score were:

Though, if I had two people who interviewed very, very equally, and
this one -came in with the jacket and it was just between those two,
I might have a tendency to think that that person that had worn the

jacket signified Otbittaionalism and interest in advancement and

understanding what the business profession is looking for ; if

that became the tie-breaker.

YOU 4tdaa tdatetvotively,_have command of the English language, and a
good attitude and you Will have a better chance thannormali I've

seen too many come in with these psychedelic colors (is that -the

proper term?) the brighter and louder it is, the better it is, and
that's exactly ::he opposite:
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5.4 Other Subjects _of Interest

Mott of the focus of the seminars was on the hiring process, but data

were also collected on factors that indicate good or poor job performance.

Some of the employers' comments were as follows:

Question: When you have someone whom you consider to be an outstand-

ing employee, what are the qualities that that person has that typi-

cally others would not?
Answer 1: I think one of the things is that they always seem to be

asking for more to do. And others just sit there and look at you.

Answer 2: I think another one is that they display a certain amount

of enthuiiiii and a positiveness about themselves and about their job

and the company . . . . Receded thet_rubs on to the rest of the

employees, just as a bad attitude would rub off.

Question: What

fired?
Answer: Having
their minds are
team.

are some of the things that have caused someone to be

to repeat how to do a job over and over. That means

someplace else. It's good to become part of the

There are a lot of people who are just satisfied with the status quo.

That'll all right; There's nothing wrong with that, bia yet_ we'd like

to have people who_are innovative, if at all possible and Who want to

make it a career, bdt they -got to have these attributes, they got to

have the attitude and be willing to take responsibility.

Lastly, some employers noted the effect of the business cycle and, in

particular, how the tightness of the labor market influence their behavior:

To be perfeCtlY honest about- it, I don't like to hire in today's mar-

ketplace. I'd rather have the problem of finding _a quaiifie0 person

than having the problem of an overabundance of qualified peole and

finding a qualified person that wants to do -the job; When people are

unemployed, they will agree to anything. They may be 100 percent

qualified, but after the honeymoon of the job wears off and they
don't like what they_are doing, the error rate goes up and productiv-

ity goes down. You have problems So I don't like to hire nowadays.

A year ago_I would have been much more tolerant than I am today be-

cauie of the greater number of choices that we have to choose from;

Today, we Would not have to deal with that, because there would be

someone who was interested in t_job and who would be more likely to

stay on the job. I kno4 my attitude has changed considerably; And

so today, I'm much tougher than I was before. Because you have to

be. You have to be.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary purpose of this study was to assign to various attributes of
youthful job applicants the relative- importance of each attribute in the hir-
ing decisions of employers. As such, the major focus of the conclusions and
retommendations_emanating from the study was targeted to youth and/or guidance
or youth counselors. Wowever, in_the course of analyzing the quantitative
and qualitative data, several findings relevant to employers and sthObl_admin-
administrators emerged. This chapter presents conclusions and recommendationd
categorized by the three target audiences--youth, employers, and school
administrators.

Several cautionary notes need -to be sounded concerning thP_recommenda-

tionsflomthis study. First of all, it should be recognized that because__
the data were collected from Columbus employers, they may have limited AP011-=
cability to other areas of the country. In particular, Columbus has a strong
distributive education program in -its schools; Second, the study used a sirow-

latidd methodology. The applications were generated by a computer algorithm
and the interviews were completely staged. Therefore, results are only

valid to the extent that the respondents behaved in a "real world" fashion.

6.1 Conclusions_and_Recommendationsfor _Youthful
1 II 11 4 015

Earlier in the paper, the labor market was characterised as a lottery,
where employers "buy" tickets and take their chances on particular applicants.
These tickets are not identical, however, since employers have learned that
certain characteristics are more likely to be associated with a winner, i.e.
a_produttivt worker, than others. From the perspective of an individual ap-
plicanto the question is how to induce an employer to buy the applicant's
ticket.

A useful analogy is to think of the empIoyabilitydevelopment_andjob
search process as one of scoring points. The acquisition of certain skills

or knowledge is rewarded by a certain number of points. Attending certain_

schools is similarly rewarded by a number of points. Part-time work iiperi=

ence earns points, and so forth. Whenscreeningapplicants for a job, em-
ployers offer an interview to the applicants they perceive as having the most
points.

But each activity undertaken to earn employability_pointe requires time
and resources. And those resources could_be spent in other employability
development activities (or in leisure). Econddists refer to -these costs as

opportunity costs. A youth could hold a part-tide job, which means leaf; time
devoted to academic achievement or extracurricular activities. The young

person could decide to go on to a vocational program in a junior or -Community
college after graduating from high school or to enter directly the labor
market at-that -time without further schooling. The implications of these
sorts Of decisions on employability need to be considered;
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The results of the study provideguidance. First of all, the study in-

dicates that there are important characteristics of the job search process

which allow the youthful_ applicant to earn a lot of points at very low cost.

Neatness on the application form (and in cover letters) is one of _the most

important variables that enplOyers use in screening applications for inter-

views before more careful consideration. Secondly,_if_applicants feel that

their resumes are weak on job experience, they_should list baby- sitting or

yard-work experience to demonstrate some past job responsibility.

InterVieW behavior isct-vcial in the job search process. Analysis of the

interview data and discussions with employers indicate hoW easy it is to lose

the employability points that have been painstakingly earned by not being

punctual, by inappropriate attire, or by using inappropriate grammar in an

interview. Signals of a bad attitude are_negative comments about a previous

employer or teacher or being overly ambitious--expecting rapid promotion or to

own your own business.

Presenting a neat, full resume and exhibiting appropriate behavior at an

interview can be accomplished with only minimal effort_in time and resources.

Other aspects of employability development are acquired over a longer time

period and require consideration of_expensive choices. The statistical_

analyses show that, other things being equal, the following statements hold

true about employers' rating of employability:

In applying for a clerical The difference between a C-

jobi having a faster typing ,* and an A- in high school

speed of 10 words per minute -- grade point average

significantly improves em-
ployability. It: 43T

The difference between
having work experience
or having none

For any of the three jobs,
reporting that two prior
jobs ended because of quit,
layoff, or firing reduces
employability. It:

The difference between an
/I= and a C- in high school

Or

The difference between partici-
pating in a co-op education
program or not participating

For retail or clerical occu- The difference between a

pations' participating in a typing speed of 50 and 60

co-op distributive or office words per minute

education program, respective=

lyi_significantlyimproves
employability. It

* Read "approximately equals.
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Similar kinds of statements can be made about variables that were examined in
the analysis.

6.2 Conclusions and Recommendations for Employers

In formulating their recruitment and hiring strategies, firms must
make resource allocation decisions and be aloncernedabout the profitability
of their actions. Large firms and firms that have been in existence for a
long time_have made_numerous hires and their decision making -has withstood the
test of the marketplace. In fact. an underlying assumption beneath this study
is that employers' hiring decisions are consistent enough that we can gen-
eralize to a larger population from the behavior of a small number who were
of served. It is thus sotewhat presumptuous to issue recommendations to em-
Ioyoes. Nevertheless, the study did produce some results that may be of

d tb. Some employers. Four such conclusions are as follows:

To the extent that we were able to control other variables, the
personal characteristics of the application reviewer influenced
significantly the hiring priority index assigned to the applicant.
Males, blacks, and older individuals tended to be more_liberaI in
their evaluations of the black youths they were asked to assess.

Almost unanimously. employers who had experience with cooperative
education student were enthusiastic about the experience and if a
hire ensued, were pleased with the outcome.

The interviewers' assessments of an applicant's work experience and
education are subjective; They can be altered by how the youth
handles the interview.

Despite protestations about the unreliability of and difficulty of
getting reference checks, about 80 percent of employers reported
making such checks. When one considers how little it costs to make
a reference check and how expensive a hiring mismatch can be, it
seems that reference checking is an efficient and recommended per-
sonnel policy procedure.

60 Conclusions and Recommendations for School
Administrators_and_Policymakers

A_subsidiary_purpose of the study was to be a conduit between employers
and schools, particularly in the area of employability development. It is
important for schools to take employers' opinions into account' for -the econo-
mic success and job security of the schools' students are going to depend on
the degree to which they are able to fulfill employer expectations. As re-
ported in the chapter presenting qualitative data, employers did have some
positive suggestiocz. The comment that comes immediately to mind is that more
emphasis should be put into teaching concepts as opposed to training on par-
ticular_equipment. The comment was made in the context of data processing
where it is suggested that the concepts of data organization and retrieval
be taught rather than programming. Furthermore, employers -felt that it might
be feasible to get more employer involvement in the selection of training
equipment.
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Even though the employer seminars were held much in advance of the furor

over schooling quality generated by the National Commission on Excellence

tn Education's report A- Nation_atAlisk, the seminar participants made numerous

comments about the low retention of or lack of basic skillt of their job

applicants. This suggests that employers should be strong advocates of any

educational reforms that move toward Improving basic skills.

The results highlighted how importanct is the presentation of an ap-

plicant's resume and how crucial to success is appropriate interview behavior.

These factors suggest that job search techniques may be an- appropriate cur-

riculum item in athools; Finally; job experience and participation in

cooperative education programs -are important determinantS_Of a youth's employ-

ability. Thus; achoOlt thus should promote cooperative edUtation programs._

In factischool idminiattattirS, particularly in central city school districts;

should recognize that strong cooperative programs can offset any hiring

disadvantages students may face simply on the basis of school reputation.

Finally; job experience and participation in- cooperative education pro-

grams are important determinants of a youth's employability; Thus; schools

should promote cooperative education programs. Ir. facto school administra-

tors; particularly in central city school districts; should recognize that

strong cooperative prograMS can offset any hiring disadvantages students may

face simply on the basis of schOOl reputation.
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TABLE A=1

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR A MODEL OF- EMPLOYER HIRING INDICES;
FULL SAMPLE

Variable

Intercept

APPLICANT CHARACTERISTICS

High School Experience

Attended Wehrle High School (Parochial)

Attended Upper Arlington High School
(Suburban)

Grade point(4-A-; 3-8-;

Relevant major/program

Cooperative edUtation
program participation

Oixupational work experience program

High school graduate

Postsecondary Experience

Attended COlumbUs Business SCh001
(ivate)pr

Attended a postsecondary szhool

Completed a postsecondary program

Greeds point (41.,A-; 2aC)a

Relevant major/program

Work Experience

Held at least one Job

Number of prior jobs

Number of months of prior work

Held only public jobs

Held a relevant job

Number of qultsb

Gaps In employment record

_Ulna and Other Characteristits

Typing Speed (words/minute)c

EligIbie for TJTC

Referred by ie1amds at firm

Number of spelling errors on
application

Application filled out in
sloppy handwritting

FIRM/JOB CHARACTERISTICS

F1em Caaeattersttes

Firm has a formal probationary period

DU/16dt* of fieimod

Percentage of new hires for which
refertrite chocks are parformtd

Typical number of interviews to
fill an opening

Size of firm (number of full-time
employees)

43

Estimate Standard Error
of Estimate

= 1.85 9.30

2.71 1.68

1.77 1.66

5.08 .86

4.97** 2.05

6.19* 2.22

2;86 3;03

17.57** 2.64

5.55* 2.48

- 9.71_

10.64 23

4.44** .;44

9.84* 2'.41

12.23*** 3.12

- .30 .46

- .01 .06

2.78 4;46

1.6a

- 2.4T .47

- 2.35 1.80

.76* .09

- .25 1.57

- .43 1.36

- .01 .55

10.27* 1.49

- 8.33 2.02

1.ii 1.87

- .05 .02

OE** .06

.45
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TABLE A-1--Conttnued

Variable Estimate Standard Error
of Estimate

Job Characteristics

.014**

- 5.86***

- 3.31
2.33**

- i32

.008

1.95

.66

1.13

2.83

Hours of training given to typical
new employee

Firm provides mostly general
training.

Typical starting wage (It dollars)

COSt of most expeensly machine ihich
new employee works on

Clerical applicant

Retell applicant - 2.V0 2;75

Higher level of responsibility - 4.57 1.97

In job description

RATER CHARACTERISTICS

Male 11.77*** 1.58

Black 16.93*** 2.47

Staff_member of personnel
department

6.48** 1.90

Has or shares hiring authority -= 3.57* 2.07

College graduate .67 1.51

Age (In years) .02 .09

Age greater than 4t 2;91 2.75

OTHER

Seminar leader 11.94*** 2.20

Sequence number .08 .i4

R2 .3833

n 1911

Moan of dependent variable 78.95

! Set to -mean for nonattendees.
b Possible reasons were "quit," "was laid off." *left for better
job;" *was temporary jai,* "went back to ithddl," dr "left to lock
for tuff -time job.*

! Set to mean for machine ':.redes applicants. _
d Variable * 1 If employer reports *a great deal" or *some"
d0Comentation or paperwork required to discharge one employee;
0-otherilte.

e Variable _ 1 If "all--95-1001" or "most-61-943" Of SkIlla
learned by new employees are useful outside the company; 0-
otherwise.

f Categorical variable from snail to large.

Significant at < .10.
-1'1 Significant at ,; 405.
" 1" SIgalficent at a 4t,
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TABLE A-2

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR A MOOEL OF EMPLOYER MIRING INDICES,
BY JOB DESCRIPTION TYPE

Variable

Job Description 01 _

(Less Responsibility)
__Job Description 12
(Mete ResponsWilly)

Estimate
Standard
Error --s-t-1 -mats

Standard
Error

Intercept 14.01 15.30 16.63 12.78

APPLICANT CHARACTERISTICS

High School Experience

Attended Wehrle High School (Parochial) 2.70 2.41 = 1;16 2;91

Attended Upper Arlington High School 1.63 2.34 - .00 2.60

(Suburban)

Grade point 4.37 1.15 8415**** 1.55

Relevant major/program 12;41*** 4;75 2;88

Cooperative education 8.90
program participation

4.93 3.71 3.33

Occupational work experience program 14.21 6.24 2.77 4.25

H191 school graduate 11;46 3;32

P_os_tseCOndWExperlence

Attended_ Columbus Business School
(private)

7;44** 3.05

Attended a postsecondary school =15;79 4;47

Completed a postsecondary Pf-09rnll 14.17 3.77

Grade paInta 5.14*** 1.68

Relevant major/program

work Experience

- - 14.89 2.51

Held at least one job 3.60 6;90 4;57 7;00

Number of prior jobs - .49 .46 2.60 1.81

Months of prior work - .13 .22 - .05 ;cm

Held only public Jobs 5.71 6.65 - .42 6.42

Held a relevant job 6=46 1;97 4;05 3;27

N4mber of quitsb - 2;74 .46 -- --

Gaps In employment record - 4.78 3.02 2;94 4;26

Skills and Other Characteristics

Typing speed (words/mInutte)c .55 .14 .91 .14

Eligible for TJTC 1;23 2;09 - 1;45 2.35

Referred by friends - .67 1.95 - .41 2.29

Nunt,er of spelling errors .09 .54 -- --

Sloppy application -10.60*** 2.07 -- --

FIRM/JOB CHARACTERISTMS

Firm_Cherotti_Uttitt
=11;37*** 2.80 - 6;93 2.99rTrm has formai probationary period

Difficulty of firingd 1.26 2.63 1.78 2.75

Percentage of new hales for which
reference checks are made

;00 =03 - ;10 .03

Typical number of interview/
openings

- ;01 ;08 =40 .08

Size of firm 2=05 =62 - 2.60* .68
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TAME A -2 --,Continimet

Varlat,le

Job 0414cription 01

(Less Responsibility)

Standard

Estimate Crete

Job Description /2

AMore_Realmmatillty)

Standard
Error

_Tob_Characteristics

Hours of training .03. .01 .01

Firm provided mostly
general training"

4.37' 2.b5 -15.92"° 2.96

Typical starting wage - .92 .89 = 5.52 .99

Cast of most expensive machinef 1.37 1.89 2.95 1.67

Clerical applicant - 4.76 4.03 4;30 4.16

Retell applicant - 4.71 4.10 2.51 4.10

RATER CHARACTERISTICS

Male 15.85 2.15 8.79." 2.37

Black 9.37" 3.41 22.31" 3.68

Staff member of personnel - 8.16 2.71 22411° 2.99

ties /shares hiring authority 5.42 2.80 - 2.62 3.14

College graduate 3.978 2.05 - 2.26 2.27

Age (in years) .05 .12 - .07 .13

Age 45 or older - 6.93 3.83 13.25. 4.09

OTHER

Seminar leader 5.11 18.59. 3.32

Sequence number

R2

n

;20_ .23 .21

dent variable

;4151

867

.3546

878

87.50

b
Set to mean for nonattendees4 _
Possible reasons mere °quit," "yes laid off;" "left for better

Ia.' *WAS temporary Job9' "went back to schoOl.a or "loft to lock

for full-time_jOb.*
Set_to_mean for machine trades epplicents.
vorlablo c 1 If employer reports a greet dee' or "some"

documentation or papery** required to discharge on employee;

0-otherwise.
° Variable 1 If "all--95-100%" or No1.1--61-94%" o Skills

learned by new employees are useful outside the company; °-

otherwise 4
CategOritel variable from small to large.f

significant at < .10
significant at < ;05

1"i significant at < .01
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TABLE A-3

PARAMLTLR LSTIMATES FCR A MDDLL CC EMPLOYLR HIRING INOICtS,
BY OCCUPATION

Variable

Occupat ton

Clew cal Retail Machine Trades--

Estimate
Standard
Error

1 Standard
Estimate Error Etta -mate

Standard
Error

intercept 22;43 12;25 25.29 15.56 23.05 12.97

APPLICANT CHARACTERISTICS

High _tichool_Lositatte
Attended Wehrle High 1.01 2.06 12.40 ** 3.67 3.79 6.85

5chool (Parochial)

Attended Upper Arlington - 1.31 2.08 7.82 4.19 - 1;71 5;83

High School (Suburtan)

'Grade point 5.70 1.08 2.28 2;12 7;38** 3;12

Relevant major/program 3.82 3;02 1.10 6.04 9.01* 5.34

Cooperative education
program participation

6.81** 2.99 11.30* 5.16 - 1;06 7;86

Occupational work exper-
ience program

4.37 3.87 .57 6;57 - 4;23 10.10

High school graduate 18;90*** 3;39 10;17 6;36 14;64 6.67

Postsecondarl-Experlence

Attended Columbus Bust- 7..69 3.10 13.49 6.67
MOSS SC:100,1 (Private)

Atte.:..Jed a postsecondary
school

- 7.88 5.37 -27.18". 8;71 2;36 8.65

Completed program 9;40 4;92 17.52 6.86 12.80 8.74

Gracto pointa 3;99 1.83 .87 3.53 845" 3.88

Relevant major/program

work Experience

11.82* 3.16 14.43* 5;55 MEMO

Held at least one Job 12.17*** 3.94 18.91*** 7.17 2.59 15.09

Number of prior jobs - .96 .613 - .80 1.15 - 1.25 1;43

Months of prior work .03 .07 .06 .12 .52 .79

Held only public jobs 4;33 5;66 9;82 10;34 - 1;06 11.90

Held a relevant job 6.45** 2.26 5.96 4.24 14.48*" 5.50

Number of gultsb = 2.48*** ;64 = 2;13 1;01 - 2;36 1.37

Gaps In employment
record

- 1.66 2.21 - 6.92 4.30 4.21 10.56

kl11% and Other Characteristics

Typing Speed 1.12** .10 ;31 ;22 MD.=

NomMer of Machines -- -- -- .01 =06

Ell;Oble for TJTC .55 1.99 - i.89 3;75 3;03 4.61

Referred by friends .21 1.67 - 4.04 3.14 1.26 5.93

Number of spelling errors .07 ;71 - 1.51 1;26 .30 1.57

Sloppy application -12.99*** 2.41 - 6.12 4.92 - 4.61 7.33
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TABLE a- 3-- Continued

.

Variable

-
Occupation

-

cieettet_ Retell Machine Trades

Estimate

Standard

Eerte- , EtImAte

Standard

Error Estimate

Standerd

Error

FIRM/JOB CHARACTERISTICS

Firm Characteristics

Formel problitionary
period

DIffitUity of flrIngc

Percentage reference
checks

Typical number of
interviews/opening

Size of nem

Job -Ch-afrecteri_stics_

15;14***

-12i65!"

= .19"

.96 *

- 2;65

= ;00

-23;79."

- 3.69
-

1.50

22.57

5.98"

- ;64

11.51"
.01

-20.87."

10;50,

.09

3;65

2.74

;03

.18

.66

.01

3.46

1.13

2;53

2.21

2.73

2.45

2.59

2.27

;12

3.75

4.34

.18

.
low

sl

01111.

4.56

dm.

1111

Mb Me

4.67

00 Me

- -

- 5.03

YIP

11.

4.mM

=MID

.11.

ale

- -

_ -

6.27

,
.1.=1

11.

Hours of training

FlhSt OrdWiding general
training d

Typical starting wage

level -of

responsibility

RATER CHARACTERISTICS

Male

Black

Staff member of
personnel

Has/shares hiring
authority

College graduate

Age (in years)

Age over 45

OTHER

Seminar leader

Sequence number

R2

lr

;4701

1122

81.71

.2637

487

71.22

.3617

302

61.13

a

b

C
d

Set to meanfor nonattendeos.
POttible reasons were - "quit," "was taid_offim °left for bettor

job," "was temporary Job,' 'went beck to school;" or "left to lock

for full-time _job.w
Set to amen for machine trades_applIcants.
Variable = 1 if employer reports 'a great deal' or *some"
documentaticm or paperwork required to dittherge one employee;

0-Otherwise.

_! significant at the .10 level
significant at the 05 level

! significant at the .01 level.
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5

APPL1CANT 0 C *EDUCATIONAL RECORD**
Clerical Application
No Work Gap

MAJOK/PRUGkAM:OfficeHIGH SCHWE

GRADE AVERAGE: DIPLOMA: ONoDATES ATTENMD: 1977-1980

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Small Retail Firm EMPLOYED FROM:-June-1981

POSITION: OffirP Helper TO: June1982

JOB DUTIES: Filed records, sorted, and delivered mail-

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER: Small Manufacturing Firm EMPLOYED FROM: Dec. 1980_

PoSITION: Office Helper TO:June 1981

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING: Better job

EMPLOYER: Small Retail Firm EMPLOYED FROM: Sept.1980

POSITION: Office Helper TO: Dec. 1980

JOB DUTIES: Filed records, sorted, and delivered mail

KEASLA FOR LEAVING: Better job

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

.POSITION: TO'

JOh uUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED KRUM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES:

KFAsON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATION YES
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS °EMPLOYED EIDNEMPLOYED WORK HISTORY

-0 (DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL

FOR OFFICE USE: 1. TESTED TYPING SPEED: ..55
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:OYES

1.--HIKING PRIORITY INDEX

0 . SO . .. 100 . . 150 ; 200
Worst Average Best
Hired Hire Hired
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VIEDOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAF IN WORK RECORD (CLERICAL)

(Used in no inappropriate behavior,' "inappropriate
appearance,- and poor nonverbal behavior")

INTERVIEWER: We have covered your educational backgroundi now I would like to

take a look at your work experience. I have your employment record here on

the applicatioti but I would like for you to talk a little about the jobs you

have had and the work you have done;

INTERVIEWEE: I have had some varied work experiences. After completing high

school; I enrolled in a community college secretarial course; Because of

money problems and not getting what I wanted from my classesi I left school

and went to work as a receptionist/file clerk. After about three months of

that; I had an opportunity to move to another company to work in a secretarial

pool doing mostly straight typing. I enjoyed working in the typing pool and

worked there for about six months. The company went to word processing and I

felt very uncomfortable working with all that new equipment. I realize now

that wore processing can improve my work and I would welcome an opportunity to

learn it. At that tire one of the executives in the company decided to go out

on her eon and asked me to go as her secretary. I moved to that job and have

been in it for about one year. Now my boss finda she can not make it on her

own and is going with a largo company. That !eaves me looking for a job. I

feel all of my experiences have given me good preparation for a secretarial

position. I hope you will have a spot for me in this company.

INTERVIEWER: What are your plans for the future?

INTERVIEWEE: I would like to get enough experience and training to become an

executive secretary. For now; I just want to become a very good secretary.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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VIvnnTADc
NO RECENT CAP LN WORK RECORD (CLERICAL)

(Used in -inappropriate language-)

INTERVIEWER: We have covered your educational background, now I would like to

take a look at your work experience. I have your employment record here on

the application, but I would like for you to talk a little about the jobs you

have had and the work you have done.

INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, I done a it of work. Uh, after high school, I vent to

tollege to this secretary course. But, um, I just couldn't afford it, so I

had to quit, and, uh, went to work as a receptionist/file clerk. It was all

right. Then I got another job in a secretarial pool. Um, it was all right

too, I s'pose, and 1, uh, had a lot of straight typing; It was pretty nice;

Then after a few months, the company went to word processing; I just couldn't

dig that, you know; They had a lot of new equipment and stuff I just wasn't

Into. So, um, I quit there, and I found out that one of the bosses was going

Off to her own business, so she asked me if t wanted to come along as her own

secretary, and I sditt; uh yeah, why not? So, um, I went with her, and stayed

about a year; And she couldn't afford to stay in business for herself, you

know, so she had to go back to the large company. So that left me without a

job.

INTERVIEWER: What are your plans for the future?

INTERvtEwER: I would like to get enough experience and training to become an

executive secretary. For now, I just want to become a very good secretary.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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VIEDIOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (CLERICAL)

(Used in -bad attitude-)

INTERVIEWER: We haVe covered your educational background, now I would like to

take a look at your work experience. I haVe your employment record here on

the application, but I would like for you to talk a littlA about the jobs you

have had and the work you have done.

INTERVIEWEE: After high school, my folks decided I better go to college. So

I went and took a secretarial course, you know. I didn't know what else to

take! But it cost too much and I just didn't like it, didn't like the school

At AIL so I just decided to go to work right away. And I was a eedeptionitti

file clerk foe awhile. Then I didn't like that job anyway. They fired me.

So I went off to anothie company and Worked is a secretarial pool. Now that

Was all right; I can dig that. Then they went to word processing, and I

didn't know a thing about word processing, jack; so I said I just can't get

auto that. Thin I found out that one of the bosses was booking her own gig

and she asked me to come along as her secretary. So I said sure; what else

Was I going to do? So I went with her for about a year. And now, she's going

baCk to work for the big company; She's going back to work for the tan. She

can't afford to stay OG her own. So I'm unemployed.

NTERNMER: Like before.

INTERVIEWEE: I could get any Job, but people just aren't hiring executive

scc:.L.Zaries, so I guess I will just be a plain old secretary.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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APPLICkNIT
Clerical Application

*EDUCATIONAL RECORD** work Gap

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED: Central

.^*"ENDE4,:ssr%ar. RNLI

MAJOK/PROGRAM:
asiness

offfi.,2_
4.

AVERAGE:___B_ DIPLOM:EDYES ONO

**WORK HISTORY**

LmnoYER: _SmillRtail Firm EWLOYED FROM:June 1981

POSITION: Office Helper To: Ian. 1932

JOB DUTIES: Filed records sorter4 and delivered ma-1

REASON FOR LEAVING:Laid off

EMPLOYER: Small Manufacturing Firm 114PLOYED FROM: Dec. 1980

POSITION:__Office_Helper TO: June 1981

JOB DUTIES: Filed recordsi_ sorted; and eelivered mail

REASON FOR LEAVING: Better lob

EmPLOYER:--Small Retail Firm EiPLOYED FROM: Sept;1980

PG61T1ON: Office Helper TO:-Dee. 4980-

JOB DUTIES: Filed records, sorted, and delivered mail_

REASoN FOR LEAVING: Better job

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON 1,0R LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVIN:;:

FRIENDS WORKING AT 01(GANIZATIONOYOIDNO
CHRHKNT PINPLOYMENT STATUS DEMPLOYED EjUNEMPLOYED

<DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WORK HISTORY

1-ON OFFICE USE: 1. TESTED TYPING SPEED: 55
2. ELIGIRLE FOR TJTC:OYES G3No

o .

HIKING PRIORITY

5U ;, 4 100 .
Worst Avvrage
Hired Hire

INDEX

150 .

_best
Hired

200

YOUR SCORE
FOR APPLICANT

55 60



VIEDOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
GAP /11 WORK RECORD (CLERICAL)

(GOOd- and -poor- explanations)

INTERVIEWER: We have covered your educational background, now I would like to

take a look at your work experience. I have your emplOyMent record here on

the application, hit I would like for you to talk a little abodt the job' you

have had and the work you have done.

INTERVIEWEE: I have some varied work experiences; After completing high

school, I enrolled in a community college secretarial course. Because of

money probleti and not getting what I wanted from my Cleated, I left school

and went to work as a receptionist/file clerk. After about three months of

that, I had an opportunity to move to another company to work in a secretarial

pool doing tbitly straight typing. I c.:ijoyed working in the typing pool and

worked there for about *ix months; The company went to WOrd processing and I

felt very uncomfortable working with all that new equipment. I realize now

that word processing can improve my work and I would uel,!ome an opportunity to

learn it. At that time, one of the executives in the company decided to go

out on her own and edited me to go as her secretary. I coved to that job and

VAS in it for about six months, when my boss found she could not take it on

her 461Qh and went back to the large company. That left me looking for A job.

I feel all these experiences have given me good preparation for a secretarial

position. I hope you have a spot for me in this company.

INTERVIEWER: What part of your experience did you enjoy most and which least?

INTERVIEWEE: I think I like the private secretary work most and would have

liked to continue if possible; What I liked least was working as a reception-

ist. I enjoy typing and making work look attractive.
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INIIITERVIEIMA: I noticed from your application that you have been out of work

for the last six months. Would you please explain what you were doing curing

that tine and period?

"COOD- OR REASONABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEWEE: Yes; I would be happy to explain. When my boss went with an-

other company; I was out of work. In order to stretch my unemployment cot-

pensation, I moved back in with my family. I have searched for a job on a

regular biSis. I have mailed applications and had personal intervi-ws but; as

you know; jobs are scarce and I have not been successful in becoming employed;

I called my high school typing teacher and she lets me come in every Thursday

afternoon Ad I have been able to keep up my typing skills.

"POOR" OR LESS THAN DESIRABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEVEE: Yesi I would be happy to explain. I had some unemployment com-

pensation coming and have al';ays wanted to seq.! some other parts of the coun-
t

try. I went With some friends to Colorado and we stayed there during the ski

season. I did a lot of skiing and made many new friends. Now my unemployment

compensation has run out and I have to find a job.

I1'TE -RV- IEWER: Thank you
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APPLICANT f R *EDUCATIONAL RECORD** No Work 6ap

HIGd SCHWL ATTENDED: Central

DATES ATTENDED: 1977-1981 GRADE AVERAGE:_ DIFLOMA:BYkS ONO

uistrTVUtzve
MAJOstiPAUGRAM:Education

* *1.4) UPSTilmv**

LKPLOYER:amelapartment Store EMPLOYED FROM: May 1982

POSITION: Calf".; Helper TO: Jane 1982

Ju8 DUTIES: Stocked shelves. shoved products to customers, put prices

on goods

REA',ON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: S.,-0-1-11p-r,,,-r-.70Fr-, -1.-rirre- EMPLOYED FRO11:_2134Lissi_

eoS:TION: Sales Helpir TO: _May 4i,82

Ju3 DUTIES: Stocked .roducts to tshelvesshowed cust.7_,,Isers races

on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING:_Laid-of

------..-

OteLOYEK: Small Deartment Store EMPLOYED FROM: September4480

POSITION: Sales-Helper /part-tImel- TO: Ma4 1981

Ju8 DUTIES:
.. IrlIN04 ,70.8 Mt. SS---te......--1.-- a-a-Siam-a..ms.,-a-1.4131.7 W

1.2TLts9.2.4.2----.--..
REASON FOK LEAVING: _Tro_f_t_altAmelab

LMeLU'EA: Large Department Store EMPLOYED FKOM:September_1179

iJOITIuN: SalEs Helper- (part-time) TU:21E-IMO
JOb DUTIES: Stccked_shelves__showedyr..,

on_loods

PthASON FOK LEAVING: Temporary_jnh
,-.

-------,

1.MPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:---
POSITION: TO:

JuU DUTIES:

sEASUN FOR LEAVING:

FM ENDS WOKKING AT ORGANIZATIONOYESONO (DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL
LfiKKENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS EDEMPLOYEDEDUNEMPLOYED WORK HISTORY

tOK OFFICE USE: I. TESTED TYPING SPEED: 55-

2. ELIGI811 FOR TJTC:OYES ONO

HIKING PKIOKITY

50 100 .

Worst Average

INDEX
154)

best
200

YOUR SCORE
FOR APPLICANT

58 63



VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCUPT
NO RECENT tiAr L5 WORK EXPERIENCE (RETAIL)

(Used in no inappropriate behavior.- "inappropriate
appearance,- and -poor nonverbal behavior-)

INTERVIEWER: In considering you for a position in vies, it is important that

we know about both your education and work experience. I th4nk we tave

covered your schooling, but now I would like for you to tell, me about your

work experience.

INTERVIEWEE: Yes, as I mentioned earlier, I had some very worthwhile work

experience while still in high school. As part of my distributive education

program, I worked part-time my last two years in school and full-time in t-1-_e

summers.

I started as a stock person in our local supermarket. In this job I

stamped prices on items and placed them on shelves. After about three months

I was moved to the cashier-checker position; I greeted customers, entered

prices into the cash register and made change. Sometimes I helped with

sacking the groceries; I worked at this job the rest of my Junior year in

school: During the summer I did grass cutting and other odd job .s I could get.

Hy senior year I was placed in a men's clothing shop; After learning the

stock and company rules. I worked as a salesperson. I eajoyed this job eery

much 4nd felt I learned a great deal. After graduation from high school. I

continued to work in the clothing shop.

After about one year in thi$ job, the shop where I worked went out of

business. After job hunting for about two weeks. I went to work for a large

department store. I have worked in several departments as a salesperson- -

children's clothing, applianc,s, and shoes. I feel that experience has been



very worthwhile and I have learned a lot about selling. I am applying with

your company because I would like to get back into selling men's clothing. Do

you have other questions?

INTERVIEWER: Yed, I would like to know what your plans are for the future.

IrrEPSIEVEE: EventcAlly I would like to own my own shop but for now I would

be happy with a sales 7osition.

INTERVIEWER: Thank ye.

6,i
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VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECUT GAP IN WOIX RECORD (RETAIL)

(Used in -inappropriate language")

INTERVIEWER: In considering you for a position in sales, it is important that

we know about both your education and work experience; I think we have

covered your schooling, but now , would like for you to tell me about your

work experience.

INTERVIEWEE: Uh, yeah, um, as I mentioned before, I did a lotta good stuff

While, you know, I was still in high school. As part of my distributive

education program, I was able to work part-time during my junior and senior

years and foil-time during the summers; So, uh, I started wcrking for, uh,

:his grocery stcre. Okay? And I was a stockperson; I did all the stockin.

of shelves and stampin' the merchandise. And, uh, after about three months, I

became a cashier-checker; see, and like I was able to deal with the customers

one on ono; You know like chit; kno7; I ran a eseh register and, uh, I

bagged the groceries and stuff. I worked my whole junior year and then during

the sumer I worked at odd jobs--like cuttin' the grass and stuff like dat.

So, uh, went on to my senior year. I was placed in a men's c4othing

store. So, like, after learning the stock and company rules--that ain't no

problem--likei I worked as a salesperson. And I really liked that job, you

know. And after graduation, I continued to work in this store. After about a

year, the company went under; See?

I was looking for a job for about two weeks when I hooked up with a

large department store. I worked in geveral departments such as kids'

clothes, appliances, and shoes and stuff like dat. And uh, they let me go

after a decline to business. So I am applying for a job ot your company.



INTERVIEWER.: Yeti I would like to know what your plans are for the future.

INTERVIEWEE: E7en:uallyi I would like to own my own shop but for now I would

be happy with a sales position.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (RETAIL)

(Used in "bad attitude")

INTERVIEWER: In considering you for a position in sales, it is important that

we know about both your education and work experience; I think we have

covered your schooling, but now I would like for you to tell me about your

work experience.

INTERVIEWEE: Well, AS I told you before, while I was in high school, I had

the opportunity to do a lot of good stuff; As part of my distributive educa-

tion program, I worked part-time my last two years in school and full-time in

the summer. So, my first job my junior year was that of a stockperson in a

grocery store-a really lowly job, but you know, it was starting off. So I

worked there stampirg merchandise and stocking the shelves. But three months

Later, I moved up. I moved up to a position of a cashier/cheeker. I greeted

customers (you know, I have a lot of personality) and I went on to ting up the

purchases and bag the groceries; I didn't like that too much, but, you know,

it was part of the Job. During the summer, I worked odd jobs, 'cause you

know, hey, the job situation was kind of bad.

In my senior year, I was placed in a men's clothing store; You know, I

was moving up; After 1 Arming the stock and company rules, I worked as a

salesperson. And, you know, I really got into this job. But as time went on

the store was closed.

So there I was out on the street; Me; For two weeks, I was out looking

for a job and then I went to work for a large department store. I worked in a

lot of different departments, you know. I worked in childrens' clothing. I

worked in the appliance department; I worked in the shoe department; It was
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a real drag working in so many departments. After awhile; I couldn't care

Idda about what I was selling. Then after a decline in business; they let ma

go. So here I am applying for a job with your company. Any questions?

IlfrEMEWER: Yes; I would like to knoW What your plans are for the future.

INTERVIEWEE: Eventually; I would like to own my own shop but for now I would

be happy with a sales position.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.

64
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APPLICANT it_gc, *EDUCATIONAL RECORD**
Retail Application
Work Gap

Distributive
HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED: -Central HAJOR/PROOKAM:_ Edil=itg-

DATES ATTENDED: 1977-19SO GRADE AVERAGE: B DIPLOMA: YES ONO

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Lame Department Spre EMPLOYED FROM: October 1981

POSITION: Sales Hlper TO:__Januarv-198?

JOB DUTIES:_stecked shelves. showed Products to customres. Put Prices

opgoods

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store EMPLOYED FROM:ax1221_____

POSITION: Sales Helper TO: October 1081

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves showed products to customers-put-prices----

- :...:

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER: Sma- 9--- '
EMPLOYED FROM: September 1980

PoSliloh: Sales Helper (Part -time) 1°:z212!"
JOB /WILES: -Stocked-shelves, shoved products to customers, pea prices

on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING: To full -time Job

EMPLOYER:--Larg-e-Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: September 1979

POSITION: Sales Helper (part-time) TO: Ifalta----
JOB DUTIES: . showed roducts to c' t mer .at r ce

on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING:__Timparary_401,

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

'K/ENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATION YES (DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS DEMPLOYEDDIJNEMPLOYED WORK HISTORY

Fut( OFFICE USE: I. TESTED TYFING SPEFS: 55

2. ELIG12LE FOR TJTC:OYES EINU

=RING FRIURITY INDEX
U . 50. IOW . . 150 . . 200

Worst Average Best
-aired Hire_ Mired

TOOK SCORE
FOR APPLICANT



VIDEOTAPE TNTERV1EW SCRIPT
CAP IN WORK RECORD 'RETAIL)

("Good" and "poor" explanations)

INTERVIEWER: In considering you for a position in sales, it is important that

we know about both your education and work experience. I think we have

covered your schooling; but now I 'would like for you to tell me about your

work experience.

INTERVIEWEE: Yes, eo; I oentionvd earlier, I had some very worthwhile work

experience while sr../J/ 11.11 Ichool. As part of: my diAtribdtive education

program, I worked parr. - last two years In set;;11 Ai tull-time in the

summers.

I started as a ...;:tockperson in rJur local ap;.permarket. In this job I

stamped prices on Items and placed them on shelve.a, After about three months

i was moved to the cashier-checker position; I greeted customers; entered

prices into the .ash register and made change. Sometimes I helped with

sacking the groceries. i worked. at this job the rest of my junior year in

school. During the summer I cut grass and other odd jobs I could get.

My senior year I was placed in a men's clothing shop. After learning the

stock and company rules, I worked as a salesperson. I enjoyed this job very

much and felt I learned a great deal. After graduation from high school, I

continued to work in the clothing shop.

After about four months working full-time in this 50U, the shop where

I worked went out of business. After job hunting for about two weeks, I we-

to work for a large department store; I worked in sevrral departments as a

salespersonchildren's clothing, appliances, and shoes. feel that experi-

ence was very worthwhile amd I learned a lot about selling. Busines,

7j
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in the department store and since I had been there only a short time; I was

let go. i an applying with your company because I would like to get back into

selling men's clothing. Do you have other questions?

INTERVIE.VEIC: s; If you don't mind I would like to know more about those

six months you have been out of work. What have you been doing during that

period?

"GOOD- OR REASONABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEWEE: Certainly; I am happy to explain that period of time. I ham

some ur,'mployment compensation coming; so in orLer to strech that; moved

ba-ck Iii with riv tatil?. I have been seekine employment on i regular basis

throo0 matted appiicattons and personal interv..ews; hut, as you know; (,bs

arc very scarce and i hAVe not been so...m . st ol in ne a ()t). 1 have

vrlluclteer sal pc r son 1n ;i` ili st(;rr to iMe.

I. e 1 ; ;41 t tie .; t o re and .11 1 owed o kctp 1,r ,)vt

_ TH %_ i 111.1- E` LAL \T :

,.t . I . irt% t H 41'1 t '1° r

'1, on 11W, .1'44. 6.1.1eC! St,

la-n! 6:1!h : r ,
:
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efacnine

APPLICANT # HL **EDUCATIONAL UCORD**No Work Cap

NIGH SCMuOL ATTENDED: Ckntral

DATES ATTENDED: 1977-1980

MKJOR/PROUKAM:-Machine Shop

cmdtue AVEKAGE:a__ DIPLOMAUYESON0

*WUXI( HISTORY*"

EMPLOYEK:___An f
EMPLOYED FROM:198 n

PoSITIPN: Maehinest Helper
TO: lithe 1982

JOB DUTIES:---Rlae _rowel mctal in Tria-C--h-i-ne_;_operate
machine, make

a-di-usf111cnt.;

ziASON FOR LEAVINC: of f

EMPLOYER:

Juti DUTIES:

EMPLOYED FKOM:

TO:

REASoN FOR I-LAVING:

!'t'l I

'? 2

EMPLOYED EKON:

TO:

EMPLOY LD f ICOR

:

r I.tt !Att..

AfA h h
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VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT CAP IN WORK RECORD (MACHINE TRADES)

(Used in "no inappropriate behavior," inappropriate
appearance," and "poor nonverbal behavior")

INTFRVIEWER: One of the things this company is interested in is the work

experience that you have had. I have that information here on your

applieati,m, but I'd rather have you tell me about it. Start with when you

left high school and bring me up to date on the jobs you have and the work

you have done.

1NTEVVIEWEE: Yes; that would be a period of about two years. When I coat=

plpti1 high school I went immecLAtcly into a machine shop where I became a

1,e7,,, to ,6n .-N pt rienced machinIst. This gave me an ..pportunity to practice

0! :1.11Py thluw; I had learned in my high school machine shop

A.Itor .A-o. th. months I was raised to machine tool operator, which is

:nd WAS earning at the beginning macnine o2erator

A c ton,11 .Ix monthsi the company paid my tuition and

it t ,t In nu,netteal Lonttol. I continued to work as

t II o ! '1 t 1 11 and 4;:`0

,tfilli,AAV at th.lt :hey would go to numerical

1,, t 310 w..1 .4 a* 61ger to get Into that t

44 ! eteJ tlAtutuK, order, te'.1 ott and the company

qtol. I uttn...1 t work there tor About sin

t w 1 v

ti v

a.

,vfAl emloyeN wWt 1s

"a, .I t-,. 41 07A. 1



INTERVIEWEE: Yes, sir;

INTERVIEWER: What is your ambition for the future?

INTERVIEWEE: I would like to becae an all around machinist as soon as

possible and then I would like to go into business for myself;

INTERVIEWER: Thank you;



VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (MACHINE TRADES)

Used in "inappropriate language")

INTERVIEWER: One of the things this company is interested in is the work

experience that you have had. I have that information here on your appli-

cation; but I'd rather have you tell me about it. Start with When you left

high school and bring me up to date on the jobs you have had and the work you

have done.

INTERVIEWEE: Right, yeah; that would be about a period a time abot two

years. Oh, right after I got out eif high school' I started working for this,

uh, guy who owned this machine shop, all right? And thus, you know, gave me a

chance to use a lot of things I picked up in high school, you know, right on

the job. So, I was working a period of about six months when I started work-

ing as a machine tool operator, and, you know, this was a semiskilled position

and start paying me at the beginner level. So, I started doing pretty well

for myself. Okay? About six months went by and, like, the company sent me to

night school and, you know, to take numerical control. See? I continued to

work at the machine shop fir about another six months and picked up two raises

is my speed and skill _:creased. See? So, like, I really Like what I learn

in my class, see, and I was really picking up on that numerical control stuff.

So at that time, the company thought they were goirg to go with numerical con-

trol, hot all of A sudden they decided to drop all of dat and start picking up

on ordvrs. 'Cause orders was dropping oft, ::re, and they was doing real had;

no prhlm with that; (7:' I .-Jritinorti to work with the compony tor

iouther month%, but orders was still droiTiog oft, so the company decided

a hunch u brother's loose, and I got% let go.

7t
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INTERVIEWER: So you have about two-years experience working in a machine

shop?

INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, data right;

INTERVIEWER: What is your ambition for the future?

INTERVIEWEE: I would like to become an all around machinist as soon as

possible and then I would like to go into business for myself.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.

isq



VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT CAP IN WORK 5=7.,0RD (MACHINE TRADES)

(Used in "bad attitude")

INTERVIEWER: One of the things this company is interested in is the work

experience that you have had I have that information her on your appli-

cation, but I'd rather have you tell me about it Start with when you left

high schoel and bring me up to date on the jobs you have had and the work you

have done.

INTERVIEWEE: Okay, the old story. That would he a period of about two years.

When I got out of high school, T went immediately into a machine sop, where I

became a helper to an experienced machinist. Okay, this gave me as oppor-

tunity t,¢ practice the application of many things I had learned it my high

tehti4 machine shop class--s lot of things that were kind of boring, bUt you

got to work, right? After about six months, I was raised to machine tool

operator and they were ripping me off by only paying me at the beginning level

--a semiskilled position, they said. Okay? I was doing really good, but they

don't want to give me any credit for anything. But still they decided out of

the goodness Of their hearts to send me to night school to learn numerical

control. You see the comany at that time thought they would go to numerical

control equipment. They sent me out because I wasn't making no money, anyway.

BUt hey, I liked it. I really liked the numerical control. But as I con-

tinued to work there for another rix months; the company needed to give me

two raises. But I was the "best wotker there and I should have gotten more

than that; but I only got twi' raises. Just as I completed my training; they

dropped it. Right out of the blue, they decided not to go into numerical

control because orders were dropping off. But, hey; it was because they

didn't want me moving up so fast. I continued to work for another six mouths
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and I seas doing really well, when they brought up this jive about orders

dropping off, again. And they let me go, their best Worker.

INTERVIEWER: So you have about two -years experience working in a machine

shop?

INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, dat's right.

INTERVIEWER: What is your ambition for the future?

_INTERNIEMEE: I like to gvt some scratch and hire some "biros" and go

into business for mselE.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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APPLICANT _mr. **EDUCATIOXAL RECORD**

MICH SCHOOL ATTEiZED; Central

,....1..NINSWIVM.114:

Machine Trades Application=-
Work Gap

MAJOR/PROGRAmt Machine Shoi

DATES ATTENDED: 1977-1980 1 GRat AVERAGE:B- DIFLUCA:E3YESDNAJ
ImWOMAWM.E.

**w010( HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Small ManufactuzlItc-11/m1-- EMPLOYED FROM: may _19A0

POSITION:__Mackineelner TO: Jam- 178-2--

JOB DUTIES: Place rough -metal iR ntacninerate_ inari n e,

/Flake adjust-uents

REASON FCR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED PROM:

POSITION: TO:

Jois DUTIES:

-----------

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EM:PLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

PusITioN: TO:

JOb DUTIES:

----.

REASON FO4 LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FRUM:

FUSITLUN:
--

--------

JUS DUTIES: .

REASON VOR LEN'aNG:

:MPLuYER: EMPLOYED FROM:_
......

fOSITLoN: TO:
-....-----

JAI DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEATLYG:

tkILNUS 61ALLING AT ORLkNI7ATION r,VV-g molar "initial MR2 AnniTTImAt

CURKLNT EMPLOYMENT STATUS 0 Ee lOYEO Ey bPEt,P LOYED
oPERATE MACHINES:

e04 i.;ic:crus £3NO

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX
0 . . 5u . . IOU . . 154) . . 200

Worst Average BestW!
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VIDEOTAPE INTCRVIEW SCRIPT
GAP IN WORK RECORD (MACHINE TRADES)

(GO-d" and "poor" explanations)

INTERVIEWER: One of the things this company is interested in is the work

experience that you have had. I have that information here on your

application, but I'd rather have you tell me about it. Start with when you

left high school and bring me up to date on the jobs you have had and the work

you have done.

INTERVIEWEES Yet, that would be a period of about two years. When I

completed high school I. went immediately into into a machine shop where I

became a helper to an experienceo machinist. This gave me an opportunity to

practice the application of many things I had learned in my high school

machine shop class. After about six months I was raised to machine tool

operator, which is a semiskilled position and was earning at the begtaning

machine operator level. After an additional six month:, the company paid my

and expenses to attend a night close in numerical control. I

Gqntinued to work as a machine tool operator and rcLeived two raises a:. L

skill and speed increased. The company at that time thought they would go to

niiMeriCal control. I Zearned a lot in the class and was eager to get into

that type work. About the time I completed training, orders fell off d the

company decided not to go numerical control. As one of the newest employees,

I was let go because of the drop in business.

INTERVIEWER: I notice from your application that you have a gap in your work

record frOM th. time you were let go to the preseGt time. Would you, please,

expILin what yz..)11 were doing during that time period?
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"GOOD" OR REASONABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEWEE: For the year and a half previous to losing my job; I had worked

in the machine shop. Because of the sharp decline in orders, some of the

people with less senority (including myself) were terminated. Since I had

saved some money and had a fund accumulated in the company retirement fund and

could draw unemployment compensation, I decided to make some badly ne, 'ed

repairs on a he we had jusc purchased. I %nisi of course, seeking employment

at this time. I did save money by doing the work myself and now I have a much

more comfortable hom.l.

P 00 R "_02LESS_ THAN_DESUM LE EXPLANAT ION:

INTERVIEWEE: For the year and a half previous to losing my job, I had worked

in the machine shop. When I got laid off, I decided to draw my unemployment

compensation; I took a bike trip into the north woods and did some fishing

and hunting. I saw a lot of beautiful countrv. Now my unemployment compen-

sation h-.s run out and I have to go lack to

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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